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BESET BY PIRATES,
“ The Singapore Trading Company,
Limited,” was and is an organization
owning half a dozen brigs and schooners
which voyage among the islands of the
Indian Ocean, and traffic for pepper,
spices, cinnamon, beeswax, figs, rarewoods, medicine roots and herbs, etc.
On one occasion—this was twenty years
ago—this company received an order
from Sydney, Australia, for a great
quantity of sharks’ brains. It seems
that some eminent quack doctor in the
colony had made the discovery that
sharks’ brains was the great panacea the
medical world had been looking for to
cure all diseases. They were dried and
theu pulverized and mixed with a cer
tain root, and, as silly as it may look to
you, the people went wild over the new
cure. I presume that the quack had a
corner on the root part of the cure, but
he could not corner the portion. Sharks
are plentiful all about Australia, but
they could not be caught fast enough
to supply the demand. The price dur
ing the height of excitement was $4
an ounce for the dried brains, and $7
an ounce for the mixture. The craze
lasted about 7 months, by which time
the swindler had made his pile and was
ready to skip. Then everybody ridi
culed everybody else, and the price of
sharks’ brains dropped to 50 cents per
pound, at which figure the Chinese used
them for a banquet dish.
When the order was received at Singa
pore I was mate of a small schooner call
ed the Little Duke, and it was planned
that I should be set ashore on some
of the islands to the north of Australia
to 611 it. I had voyaged from Singa
pore to Torresi Strait several times,
and after a little talk I selected. South
Aroo Island as the most convenient
place for carrying out the purpose.
There are seven of these islands in a
group off the New Guinea coast. While
the water from the Straits of Malacca
to those of Torres are really the Indian
Ocean, they are laid down on maps and
charts as different seas : Java, Flores,
Banda, and Arafura. We had once
been cast away on the coast of South
Aroo, and bad found the water almost
alive with sharks. We knew it to be
uninhabited, and about twenty miles
long by ten broad.
Our outfit was very simple. I was to
have a couple men with me, and we
took a tent, a lot of shark lines, a couple
oflances, and bedding and provisions.
For firearms we had revolvers, and dou
ble-barreled shotguns, and after a long
and tedious voyage, during which we
called at several islands, we finally cast
$ppbor off South 4roo, and were safely
landed on a sandy beach. The schooner
was in haste to get away, and two
hours after landing us she was out of
sight. We were to be left on the island
from fourteen to twenty days. Near
where we landed was what sailors call
a rip, that is, a narrow channel between
the main land and a sand bar. This
channel was about sixty feet wide, fif
teen or twenty deep, and open at both
ends. The sand bar was not over four
feet-above high tide, half a mile long,
and not so much as a spear of grass
, grew upon it. We didn’t have to look
twice to see that thjs rip was oqr sharkjpg gyotwd. A dogen dorsal fins could
be seen putting the water, and a pieee
of salt pork flung out resulted in a fight,
in which a score of the monsters parti
cipated. We erected our tent in the
edge of the forest, set up our windlass
above high water, and next morning
after landing were all ready to begin
work. Our method of proceeding was
very simple. Our windlass was a roller
provided with a handle on either end
and resting in crotches. One end of
the shark line was made fast to this and
the hook at the other was bated and
flung out. When a shark was fast we
. brought him in by turning the windlass.
While the two men turned I stood at
the edge of the water with a lance and
jabbed hiqj as be got neaf gqoqgh.
There may be spots where the shark
is more numerous that off the New
Guinea coast, but I doubt it. There
was no waiting about the business of
catching them. No sooner was the
baited hook thrown in than a shark
seized it and was fast. They were Bot
ground sharks, nor shovel noses, but
the genuine man eater, ranging from
nine.to fifteen feet in length, and ter
ribly strong and fierce. An ordinary
man would be snapped in two by one of
these fishes as easily as a boy bites into
a cracker. We had to secure the brains
and spread them in the sun to dry, and
this made it slow work, Qur catch the

first day was seventeen. We increased
this to twenty on the second da}’, and
for four days maintained that figure.
On the afternoon of the fourth day a
sad calamity occurred. The spring at
which we got our water was about four
hundred feet inland, and we had cut a
path to it. We had seen a few snakes,
but they seemed desirous of avoiding
us as milch as possible, and.none of us
were alarmed about them. On this
afternoon, as one of my helpers went
after water, he was struck by a snake
lying ip the tangle, and although he was
back within five minutes, I could, tell
by his looks that he had received a
deadly bite. In ten minutes he was
rolling on the ground in agony, and in
fifteen his body began to swell. While
he bad not seen the serpent he had no
doubt of its species. It is known in
the East as the collar snake, and is
found on all the islands in the Indian
Ocean. It attains a length of two feet,
and has a white ring or collar about its
neck. There is no more poisonous
snake. In forty minutes from the time
the man received the bite he was dead
and his body was a terrible sight to
look at.
When we bad buried our companion
in the sands we loaded our guns with
fine shot and went snake hunting. We
killed a round dozen of the collar snakes
between the tent and the spring, and
felt assured that the firing would rid the
neighborhood of any which had escaped
us. They had probably been drawn
that way by the scent of the blood and
meat. The tragedy bad upset us both,
and neither was inclined to sleep that
night. I t was well that we were in a
wakeful mood. Ever since the Indian
Sea was navigated by European vessels
there has been more or less piracy. At
this time almost every island had its
boss wrecker, who was no better than a
pirate. While not daring to attack a
ship, if she was caught in distress it
went bard with her. I t was a quiet,
starlight night, and I was sitting out
side the tent while my comrade was
lying down inside, when I caught sight
of a native craft stealing into the rip
from the lower side.' She was from the
Pindo Islands, to the north of us, and
was a spice boat. She had a single
mast and a lateen sail, and during a calm
was pulled by oars. I ran back to my
companion, and wp crept forward on
bands and knees to discover the object
of the visit. Had the men been honest
they would have been talking and sing
ing. They would not have come into
the rip bad they not known of our
presence, and the fact of their coming
so quietly boded ill for us. The craft
was grounded about 100 feet above us,
and t^elye oy fifteen natives leaped out
on the beach.
When we had seen this much we re
turned to our tent, secured the three
guns and coarse ammunition, and took
up our stations between the tent and the
water. In five minutes we had burrow
ed our rifle pits and charged the guns
with buckshot. I t was not for us to
open the fight. We could just make
out the group o f (figures around the
boats and they would soon let us know
whether they were friends or enemies.
We had just got fairly settled when we
saw the crowd stealing oyey flip sands
in the direction of tfie tent. All had
spears and clubs, and their captious
movements proved tfiew bent on mis
chief. When they came up quite close
to the tent they raised a loud yell and
dashed forward,, hurling their spears
and swinging their clubs, and it was
two or three minutes before they dis
covered that the tent was unoccupied.
Then, as they huddled together, we
opened fire. They were not more than
sixty feet away, and the buckshot had
to tell. There were screams, and shouts
and a stampede. All broke for the
boat—all who weie on their feet after
our fire. Two or three men had been
left in charge of the craft, and as soon
as they heard the firing and yelling a
panic seized them, and they pushed
the boat off, sprang into her, and made
off down the rip, Nine natives were
thus left in the lurch. They raised a
great cry, calling and commanding, bot
those in the boat did not even reply.
The situation was this : We bad the
fellows penned up on a neck of sand
without cover, and we bad firearms and
they had none. I have no doubt we
had been spied upon before they came
to make the attack, and very likely
they believed there were three of us.
They were afraid to attack us, ancj a§
I for surrender it was not to be thought
of. In the five years I sailed among
the islands I never knew a quarrel be
tween white men and natives to termi

nate in a draw. One party or the other
ran away or were wiped out. These
wreckers had meant to butcher us.
Had I offered them terms, they would
have refused. Had they captured us
alive, they would have lanced us off
hand, and been astonished at any pro
test. Lying in our rifle pits, we both
realized that it was a question of the
survival of the strongest, and that we
would have no relief until the last man
was wiped out. We heard them chat
tering and cursing for an hour or so, the
leader evidently seeking to work their
courage up to the attacking point, and
then all was quiet.
Daylight came at last, and what was
our astonishment to discover that the
nine bad crossed the channel to the
sand bar, leaving most of their weapons
on the main shore. Wc also soon dis
covered why they had braved the sharks
to reach that spot. The boat had run
down the rip, circled around outside
the surf, which was very light there,
and attempted to land on the bead of
the bar. The fellows had swam over
expecting to be taken off, but the craft
had struck a rock and filled and sunk
in fifteen feet of water. There must
have been three men with her, for the
number on the bar was now twelve.
The only explanation of why the sharks
did not seize any of the nine was that
they had followed the boat out and
around Well, that was the situation,
and no two men ever had a neater drop
on a gang of cutthroats. They had
their knives alone, while we bad shot
guns, and it would have been the eas
iest sort of work to bowl them over in
succession in off-hand shots. By our
volley when attacked we had killed three
and wounded a fourth so that he could
not leave the spot. That made the
strength of the attacking party six
teen.
I could talk all the lingoes of the
islands, and I asked the wounded man
who they were and why they had at
tacked us. He said the boat was from
the Pindos, and the name of her Cap
tain was Abyan. They had attacked
us for the sole object of plunder. The
fellow had several buckshot in bis left
groin and others in his left leg, and I
told him he was fatally wounded.
“ It was so written,” he calmly repli
ed. “ Be so kind as to finish me.”
“ Kill you?”
“ Certainly. I would do as well by
you.”
“ But I cannot do it.”
“Then I will. I waited for morning
in hopes my friends would kill you, but
as they havetoot, and all mustdievI will
go first.”
He had his nacked knife in his hand
and before I could move to prevent he
drew it across his throat, and two min
utes later was dead. We now had the
living to look out for. As I told you,
it was only about sixty feet across the
rip, and we could look right into their
eyes. A more bloodthirsty dozen could
not have been scraped together in the
East. Had they been humbled by sit
uation I should have at least hoped to
see them get away, but they were not.
On the contrary, they were brazen and
defiant. As soon as they saw us moving
they uttered shoqts of defiance and
brandished their knives, and because we
did not begin shooting they taunted us
with cowardice.
dust what steps to take I did not
know. I stood guard while my com
panion prepared breakfast, but there
was little fear of any of them crossing
the channel. The sharks had come in
until they actually crowded each other
and out beyond the surf we could see
their dorsal fins by the score. The na
tives saw the situation in all its danger,
but they continued defiant. I called to
ask them why they had attacked us, as
we bad done them no harm and were not
trespassing on their dominion, and the
leader shouted back :
“You are a dog ! You ar? h°t fit tq
live | Ye8i yop
a dog and a coward!
I have wet roy hands in the blood of half
a hundred white-faced dogs, and I am
only sorry that I haven’t your heart to
throw to these fishes!”
“ Well, what are you going to d o !” I
asked as I choked back my anger.
“ What is it to you* dog ? Come! You
are a coward. Now that it is daylight
you tremble before us and dare not
shoot! Ha 1 I believe you will run
away!”
My companion was for killing $^etyi
off at once, but J was more merciful.
While I knew they thirsted for my blood
and would kill me if they got the chance,
it seemed awful to shoot them down in
their helpless situation. After break
fast we sat down opposite them with

our guns in our hands, when those who
bad knives began to flourish them, and
their taunts were renewed. The leader
finally worked himself up to such a
pitch of anger that he threw his knife
across at me. I t came whirling and
whistling through the air and entered
the sand beside me. I replied with a
snap shot which stretched him dead.
His fall only enraged the others, and I
had scarcely finished reloading when my
companion said :
“Take care! They are going to try and
swim the channel 1”
They scattered along the bar its full
length, like skirmishers going to the
front, and at a given signal all sprang
into the water. Had there been no
sharks we could have answered for every
black bead that crossed the channel.
By spreading out they hoped to distract
the attention of the monsters, reasoned
that a portion of them would get over
to attack us. But there were too many
sharks. For about five minutes the
sight was terrible. It seemed as if
there were three or four sharks for every
victim, and they fought over the feast
like so many tigers. Not a man lived
to make twenty strokes toward us. In
ten minutes after I bad fired my shot we
were rid of the whole gang and ready
to resume our labors, nor were we
annoyed again before the schooner took
us off.— New York Sun.
T H E M IN S T R E L BOY.
Lynn Yalworth’s courtship had been
a brief one, he having met, wooed and
wedded Marian Lavinge within the era
of one brilliant Parisian season. Mar
ian, with azure eyes in whose dark
depths there lurked an appealing ten
derness, fair skin and a wealth' of rip
pling golden brown hair, together with
a supple, girlish form, seemed an object
designed only to be adored.
Lynn Yalworth, tall, dark aqd hand
some, with the bearing of a prince and
a voice of alluring sweetness, had al
ready found favor with the fair sex. His
young bride knew naught of his past
life, and she gave hardly a thought to
the bygone space of time when she had
known him not ; she only knew that
she worshipped him, and could not bear
the thought of life remote from his
presence.
Lynn, on the other hand, knew much
of Marian’s life. : He knew, that hers
was a character pure as new-fallen snow
and that from infancy she had been
reared by kinsfolks who were of the eiiie
of Parisian society, and from whom,
being the only legitimate heir, she would
some day beoome possessed of a rich
estate.
Like a vision, fair and beautiful as
an angel, she had floated in spotless
robes in a ball-room, one night, and bad
been pointed out to Lynn as the covet
ed of half a score of men ; but it was
not because of her position as a beauti
ful heiress that Lynn had at once sought
an introduction ; and he immediately
won favor in her eyes.
Their nuptials had been consummat
ed without ostentation or display, ac
cording to the bridegroom’s desire—
wherefore, he had never ventured on a
reason to Marian or her family, further
than to explain that “ he had always
held marital rites as a thing too sacred
to be viewed by the vulger world,” and
this, to her,, had sufficed. The wed
ding was followed by a tour through
Italy, and a prolonged yachting excur
sion up thé Mediterranean. The sum
mer,being elysium to them both, where
in they had forgotten all things save
one another.
Upon the night of their return to
their charming little villa, located in
one of the suburbs of Paris, they were
quietly discussing a cosy dinner, when
suddenly a voice, clear and full of search
ing pathos, came floating in through
the open willow, causing them to cease
in tbeir conversation, and gaze at each
other !
“ O peaceful night?
O bright moonlight !
0 jewel-stare in heaven’s dome !
1 am a wand’ring minstrel boy,
Bereft of friends and home.”

The words sung in a foreign tongue,
stole trembling in through the halfclosed shutters. While Marian sat sil
ent, her face full of deep, womanly
solicitude, into the eyes of her bpshand
there came a spdcjep shadow,
^ga|n there came that low, plantive
voioe i
“ 0 tranquil night !
0 moonbeams bright I

0 gems of heaven’s deep blue dome,
1 am a roaming minstrel boy,
Forsaken—all alone ! ’

“ Lynn—oh. darling, did you distin

guish those pitiful words? I t is some
poor little waif. Let us speak to him
—but, Lynn, why are you so pale? Oh
your looks frighten me, dear 1”
“ It is nothing, Marian, my sweet
one ; do not be alarmed. But come, if
you so desire, we will investigate as to
this mysterious singer, and if he be in
distress, as his song would imply, we
will see what can be done.”
So they went, arm in arm, through
the dimly lit hall, and Lynn Yalworth
placed a hand, which trembled despite
his assumed calm, upon the door knob,
and the next moment they stood within
the rose covered verandah, where soft
moonbeams lingered.
It was just beneath this latticed re
treat, upon the step, that they saw a
youth, over whose shoulders was s’rapped a well-worn mandolin, and upon
whose tawny, beautiful face there were
traces of recent tears. He turned a
pair of glorious black eyes, in which
there dwelt a half terrified look, toward
them as he heard their voices, and pre
sently faltered in French:
“ I hope monsieur and madame will
take no offence at my resting here. It
looked so tempting with the moonlight
and the roses and the white steps to rest
upon and I was so weary, that I lifted
the latch and stole in—I will go now—
I am still weary, very, but I will go if
madame will but give me a crust.”
He arose, and as he did so let fall the
cloak which had hung carelessly about
his shoulders, and standing thus, with
his curly head bared, his slight form
bent forward and his fingers upon the
strings of his instrument, he presented
a picture which caused Marian’s tender
heart to swell with compassion.
“No, no 1” cried she. “You must sing
no more to-night. Your voice falters
with fatigue. Gome into the house;
we—my husband and I —will have care
of you till the morrow, when, if you are
sufficiently rested and willing, you can
tell us something of yourself—what may
have brought you to wander thus.
Gome with me now. Gome, Lynn,
dearest.”
The youth drew back hesitatingly.
Upon the face of Lynn Valworth he
bad fixed bis great dark eyes in an ex
pression half of fear, half of bewilder-,
ment.
“ He—monsieur will hurt me not if I
come?” asked he in a shrinking tone.
“H urt you 1 Why, lad, you little
know the noble man from whom you
seem to oower in dread 1 Gome—we
will soon banish all fancies.”
And with a happy little laugh, Mar
ian re-entered the bouse, leading her
protege, and gently pushing her hus
band in advance of them.
The brightly illuminated dining-room,
the glitter of crystal and china, the
richly cushioned chairs and gilded ap
pointments seemed to dazzle the lad.
He shrank away into a corner, that
frightened look coming back into his
eyes.
Marian stepped softly to her hus
band’s side and whispered:
“ Lynn, try to comfort the poor fel
low. Reassure him whilst I order his
repast.”
“Nonsense, dear, send him to the
kitchen, or let us fill a hamper from the
table here, and send 'him on his way at
once. I am jealous of every moment
that keeps you from me.”
Marian shook her pretty head obdu
rately.
“ For the very reason of our perfect
happiness, Lynn, should we be compas
sionate to this poor lad. Now do be
less selfish and entertain our guest.”
Pursing her lips saucily, she disap
peared, wondering at the strange look
upon his face.
Lynn Yalworth, upon being left alone
with the boy, turned impatiently toward
him.
“ Well,” said he, with a contemptu
ous curl of his lips, “ why do you sit
staring at ms in that idiotic fashion ?”
And he strode up to where the minstrel
sat, his face pale with what seemed to
be an under current of passion.
“ I—” faltered the latter—“ I was try
ing to remember where I had seen you
before, monsieur.
Lynn Valworth laughed bitterly, then
placing one hand heavily upon the boy’s
shoulder, he bent and looked searching5y into his face.
“ What is your name ?” he asked at
length, almost fiercely.
“ The people about Paris cal( me PeriItalio; it is the only name I have known
since mother died, but it is not my
true one. My mother’s name was Leoni,
and my father’s was Lynn Yalworth.
My mother always called me Claudsius
—.but, monsieur, let me go out into the
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once to the master the elder boys, in
the school at large, are expected to
give some attention sto the others near
them. The master cannot, in such a
noise, distinguish the individual accu
racy of each reader, and his attention
is, therefore, directed to observe that
time is as nearly as may be kept by the
voices, and, in some measure, in the
motions also of the pupils. This ob
ject seems but poorly attained. This
style of reading is most unnatural. It
is a drawling chant, uttered in a very
loud voice.
In the east generally the tone of
voice is very high, even in common
conversation, but in reading it is raised
to screaming. Some Arabs desired a
friend of mine to let them hear him read.
He complied, on which they exclaimed,
“ You are not reading, you are talk
ing 1” The fact, however, is that ex
cept among those of the learned pro
fessions, few of those who have pro
fessionally learned to read in the
schools can or do exercise the acquire
ment in after life ; and the few who do
remain actually qualified to read with
facility, rarely do so without some
stimulus incomparatively stronger than
would be required in this, or perhaps,
any European country. After a resi
dence of several years among Moham
medan people, I do not recollect more
than three instances in which I have
seen persons quietly engaged in read
ing a book to themselves, although all
the actions of their ordinary life are
much more exposed to public notice
than can well be imagined in this
country.
These facts are easily explained.
C anada Courting.
Books are expensive articles of luxury
Canada girls it is said, allow their in Mohammedan countries, and this is
lovers six months to make a decision. alone sufficient to account for much
If the youth is particularly bashful and that we have stated. Before the intro
the young lady indulgent she may give duction of the art of printing the state
him a place on the sofa and accept con
of knowledge among the people was
tributions of the sap of the maple with
not'more favorable in this country than
which he comes laden to her fresh
it is in Persia now. There is also an
from the forest for another three months
other less obvious circumstance, which
But unless somewhere in that time he
asks her to be his own he must seek would have great influence even were
manuscript books much more common
other firesides. She doesn’t weep at
and cheap than they are. This is the
the parting or make any time over it.
difficulty of reading manuscript. This
There are as good fish in the sea as ever
difficulty should not be under-rated.
were oaugbt, she argues, and in that
Even in this country most educated
reason she finds consolation for the mis
persons would require considerable
spent time. Canadian girls are not
stimulus
to induce them to go
only pretty but they are all trained to
through
a
manuscript
volume. Those
make good housekeepers.
only whose duty it is to examine manu
scripts and to prepare them for the
M oham m edan Schools.
press can describe the tediousness of
the operation. It is not one of the
If the stranger in a Moslem county
least advantages of printing that it has
in passing through the streets is at
tended to simplify the character em
tracted by a noise for which he cannot
ployed in the preparation of books and
satisfactorily account towards the
to render it uniform. This comparison
building in which the school is held, be
very imperfectly illustrates our mean
will, on looking in, probably see a long
ing, for our manuscripts are far more
and narrow room, at one end of which
legible to us than those of the east are
is seated a man with a long beard
to an Oriental.
(schoolmasters retain their beard even
Among ourselves many persons who
when whiskers only are sanctioned by
can
write shorthand with facility are
general usage), while the sides are
unable
to read it with ease ; an Orien
lined with little boys of various ages
tal
manuscript
is a .sort of shorthand
squatted upon their heels on the floor
which
many
more
persons are able to
which is generally covered with a thick
write
than
to
read.
The words are
mat, in addition to which those parents
abreviated,
as
in
shorthand,
by the
who can afford it provide their sons
omission
of
vowels,
and
when
the.
words
with a bit of carpet or felt in Persia,
are
deciphered
the
want
of
punctuation
or with a cushion in Turkey, to place
between them and the mat. Some of renders it often difficult to discover at
the elder boys go so far as to obtain a once the meaning of the phrases. When
cushion to introduce between their to this it is added that there are several
backs and the wall, but this luxury is different styles of writing, besides the
rather discountenanced by the masters difference occasioned in the several
as an encroachment on their own pecu manuscripts by the variety of individual
liar dignities. All the boys have their hands and flourishes, it will be per
heads covered, but they are without ceived that a person cannot read with
their shoes, which are left near the facility without more practice than the
door, so mingled and so similar in state of literature and knowledge en
shape and color that it would seem dif courages any considerable number of
ficult for each to find his own.; but on students to seek or enables them to ob
the breaking up, every one seems to tain. A stranger is very liable to be
slip his feet into his own shoes without deceived in estimating the competency
any of that individual hesitation or of a Mohammedan to read. A very
general confusion which might be ex. large part of a common education con
sists in learning by heart a very con
pected.
When the boys are learning their siderable portion of the current litera
lessons, or repeating them to their mas ture, particularly of the Koran. He is
ter, they do all at once with a loud therefore, able to repeat by rote the
voice, and with a continual seesaw of most striking passages of almost any
the body, without which movement of the very limited number of books
they seem to conceive it impossible that which are likely to be placed before
anything can be learned. The scene them. He will turn over its leaves un
which this affords is extremely ludic til he can find some passage with which
rous to a European, particularly as the he is acquainted, and will repeat it cor
zeal of the learner is estimated by the rectly as if from the book ; but, if sud
loudness of his voice and the violence denly interrupted, be is afterward quite
of his seesaw ; and hence, when con unable to indicate the part of the page
scious of the approach af a person at which the interruption took place.
whom the master or pupils wish to im
press with a favorable opinion of tbeir
At Port Huron, Mich., undertaker
application and progress the noise in has had a large tent made. Whenever
the school room, which may previously he has a funeral on a rainy day he will
have sunk into a Low hum,, rises ab place the tent over the grave so that
ruptly to the clamorous uproar of many the service may be held with but little
voices. I t seems that in reading all at inconvenience.

night again. I feel safe under the
stars; here I am much afraid, not of the
beautiful madame, but—but of you. I
was afraid of you from the first.”
He arose and retreated slowly toward
the door, his tawny little hands clutch
ing at his tattered cloak. Lynn. Y'alworth stood with bated breath and
dilating nostrils. He was goaded by a
mad impulse to press forward and hurl
the minstrel mercilessly into the street
ere his wife should return. He made
one hasty step forward, when suddenly
a shriek rang through the bouse.
“ Lynn Yalworth 1 Lynn Yalworth 1
I know you now 1 You are my
mothers murder and my father 1 Gurse
you!
He was paralyzed 1 He only realized
that a form plunged toward him with
upraised band in which glittered a long
blade, and yet he stood powerless to
move. There was a dull quick pain at
his heart, a shutting of the outer door
and then there came a vision between
him and eternity. It was his wife, bis
beautiful Marian.
“ My husband 1 Lynn 1” she gasped.
“ What is the meaning of it all ? My
God 1 You are dying 1”
“ Marian,” be gasped, “ it is my just
reward. I am that boy’s father and his
mother’s betrayer and—murderar. He
has been avenged.
That was all. Marian Valworth
remained sitiing beside the dead form
of her husband, her eyes fixed upon
his features vacantly, his cold hand
in hers, and there they found her the
next morning—wedded with him in
death.
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ELECTION RESULTS.
The dispatches Wednesday morning
from New York indicate that Mr. Har
rison has carried that State by a small
plurality, and his election to the Presi
dency is assured. The Democrats,
however, still claim the State for Cleve
land upon what seems to them to be
correct figuring.
New Jersey gives a Democratic ma
jority of about 5,000.
Indiana and Connecticut are appar
ently Democratic.
Delaware gives Cleveland a reduced
majority.
Incomplete returns from Florida in
dicate the election of the Cleveland
electors.
The returns from California are very
meager. Both parties claim the State.
West Yirginia returns show a slight
Republician gain.
Colorado is considered to be in
doubt.
A tremendous majority for Harrison
was polled up in Vermont.
Blaine’s majority in Maine has been
increased for Harrison.
Returns from Virginia show Demo
cratic gains in all quarters.
Pennsylvania gives Harrison a plur
ality of about 55,000.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

N orristown, N.ov. 6.—This borough

gives Harrison 679 majority, a Repub
lican gain of 106 over 1884. Conshohocken gives Harrison 26 majority, a
Democratic gain of 26. Bridgeport
gives Cleveland 54 majority, a Demo
cratic gain of 75. This is the district
of Lees* Chairman of the Republican
county committee. Ross for Congress
runs ahead òf the electoral ticket and
Rogers for Judge runs behind. The
reports come in slowly, but the indica
tions are that the county will be close.
The Democrats make gains in the coun
try districts.
N orristown, Nov. 6.—Ross Dem.,
is probably elected to Congress in the
Bucks-Montgomery district. Montgom
ery is Republican by a small majority
Weand, Rep., is elected Judge. The
Democrats claim a portion of their As
sembly ticket.

ger delivered at the British Legation bling the Chinese laundry slips. To
house the news of the dismissal, and the accept one of these slips is a pledge that
the receiver will vote at election. The
passports for Sackville's return. The “ heelers,” therefore, worked assiduous
reporters next raided the mansion and ly to dispose of the ballots of their can
were turned back by the vigorous didates, their work being judged by
French doorkeeper. On Tuesday night their principals in accordance with the
the few persons who saw him, said that number of ballots disposed of. Canvass
ing closed at dusk, and then all the
Minister West took the matter very Cbioamen sat around on the steps and
good-naturedly. On Wednesday the sidewalks of Mott and Pell streets to
Minister replied to the Secretary in a jabber over the results of the day’s
note of acknowledgement, couched in work. Quong Hong Luong was said to
formal terms and without comment on be far ahead of his competitors. He is
a popular Chinaman and was probably
the situation. He evidently awaits Lord elected Tuesday.
Salisbury’s permission to make his side
of the question public. Minister West
A Wonderful Waterfall.
will certainly utter no word of apology
or excuse. He does not even deplore A RIVAL OF NIAGARA FALLS JUCT DISCOVER
ED IN COLORADO.
bis conduct. He believes he was right
G lenwood Springs , Col., November
and is self justified. As he has recent
hunting party returned from the
ly come into an immense fortune he can 2.—A
mountains north of the Grand River
afford to be indifferent to public clamor. yesterday, and reported the discovery
The absurd portion of Secretary Bay of a wonderful waterfall, hitherto un
ard’s report to the President consists known. Though not equal to Niagara
in his reference to the dire punishment in volume, it was thought to exceed it
that may be visited on the deadly Mur- in beauty. The place is on Rifle Creek
chinson. The statute quoted by the 25 miles from here, and is supposed to
Secretary has, in the opinion of leading never have been visited by white men
attorneys here, no application to the before. The stream spreads out to a
case, and the reward of $2,000 offered width of 200 feet at the brink, and the
for Murchinson.’s detection is amusing. water glides over the rocky edge,
Murchison may go into a dime museum; spreading out into a thin sheet as it
he will never go into a prison.
falls a distance of 150 feet to the
In such exciting times as these it is bottom of the canyon directly under
always pleasant to witness the thrifty neath.
methods of enterprising business men.
The party dismounted, and carefully
A Philadelphia watch factory sent a creeping along the base of the per
delegation of women here last week to pendicular wall, passed behind the
present Mrs. Cleveland with a gold aquatic tapestry into nooks and caverns
watch in the name of 500 female em beneath the overhanging ledges. The
ployes. The obvious result was that walls and arches were thickly studded
the aforesaid factory received an amount with stalactite and stalagmite forma
of free advertising in the newspaper tions of rare «beauty. It is without
that it would have bankrupted the firm doubt the finest waterfall in Colorado.
The discoverers say the volume of wat
to have paid for at advertising rates.
Political rumors, tangible and in erfalls softly over the ledge, and grace
tangible, surround Washington like an fully dissolves into mist before reach
atmosphere. Everywhere the talk is of ing the bottom. A party is being orga
political surprises to be made on Sat nized to visit the spot, and it is
urday or Monday. Profound mystery thought, to name it Rocky Mountain
is observed as to the precise nature of Falls.
the surprises. It was said on Wednes
day that Mr. Morton would be attacked
A Pointer for Pedestrians.
on the question of his loyalty and would From the St. Louis Globe.
be shown to have shipped dry goods to
The influence that the surface of a
Nassau during the late war, and had sidewalk has upon the ease with which
them re-shipped to Southern ports by
blockade runners. The story originat a pedestrian gets about can only be
ed in Washington. I understand that realized by close observation and ex
Taking a number of side
Mr. Morton denies the truth of the state periment
walks, all slightly undulating, and ex
ment.
periment. It will be found that a pol
An applicant was appointed as a ished stone sidewalk requires fully one
stenographer and typewriter in the half more exertion to traverse than an
Navy Department at $900 per annum. equal distance of granite pavement
When notified last month, he declined does. A hjick walk gives much less
on the ground that the salary was too fatigue, while the iron walk, cast with
low. The appointment clerk fainted, little projects is by far the easiest of
and when he recovered went over the any to walk upon. My attention was
records for a precedent. He found called to this while making a series of
none. Another applicant was notified, walking faces with a man whoinvaribly
and declined on the same ground. Since passed me on going home. Do what I
then six others have declined the posi could, I could not keep pace with him
tion. In the meantime it is to be hop on the smooth stone. One night, how
ed that the Secretary will learn that ever, I chanced to take to the iron walk
stenographers will not work for Uncle 'that was inside the stone, and to my
Sam for less than for private parties.
surprise found that I exceeded him in
speed, with far less fatigue to my limbs
Death in a Coal Mine.
than when being regularly distanced on
the same footing.

A nd here’s to your health, Mr. Har

rison. It is apparent that you have
been chosen President of a mighty
nation of free people. We hope you
will prove to be as good a Chief Magis
trate as Cleveland has thus far been.
A t this writing we take pleasure in

stating ourconviction that this country
is still safe. Of course his name don’t
appear to be Cleveland, yet the people
are the sovereigns, and the people must
accept the verdict of the sovereigns.
W A SH IN G TO N L E T T E R .
From our regular correspondent.

W ashington, Nov. 2 ,1 8 8 8 . —All day
long on Tuesday a throng of political
and newspaper men crowded the cor
ridors in the vicinity of Secretary Bay
ard’s office, and when the Secretary
that for causes heretofore made known
to her Majesty’s government Minister
W est’s continuance in his position was
not acceptable to this government, the
Secretary had to run away to keep off
the interviewers. The sensation was
greater than that which arose when the
Murchison letter was first published.
Mr. Bayard referred all reporters to the
official announcements given the news
papers. Comment seems only to have
increased since Tuesday, and nothing
else is talked of anywhere.
In the hurly-burly it is impossible to
hear the voice of the people. The
politicians’ yells drown all other cries.
Will the severing of diplomatic rela
tions injure President Cleveland ? Many
conservative people answer in the af
firmative. Some even go so far as to
say that the President has allowed his
temper to override bis judgment. They
say that the recall could have been ac
complished quietly, without bluster,
and with that dignity characteristic
of diplomatic negotiations. If England
liad been asked for a new Minister, com
pliance would have been immediate.
But Secretary Bayard could not be
calmed, and fearful of the result of
silence on the election, went into spasms.
A t least, such is the feeling of independ
ent people. Desperate diseases receive
heroic treatm ent; but in times of great
political struggles the adage may be to
faithfully followed.
At half past three Tuesday afternoon
A breathless State Department messen-

SEVENTEEN MEN KILLED BY AN EXPLOSION
OF GAS.

R enova , Pa., Nov. 5.—By an explo

sion in the Kettle Creek Coal Mining
company’s mine, fifteen miners were
killed, two died after being taken out,
and three men are so badly injured that
it is thought they will die. ■
The miners are located at Clinton
County. They have been in operation
since the first of the present year and
have been daily7 turning a superior
quality of soft coal. One hundred
and twenty men are employedin and
around the mines, but for some rea
son but twenty of the whole number
were at work when the explosion oc
curred. At a few minutes after 4
o’clock the superintendent, George L.
Miller, heard a heavy report at the new
No. 2 drift, and proceeded to the spot,
when he at once saw that a violent ex
plosion had taken place. The neccessary arrangements were quickly made
to carry the air to the face of the work,
and men entered the mine to learn the
particulars of what had occurred. An
appalling state of affairs was found
inside. At the end of an hour’s hard
work fourteen dead bodies were recover
ed from the drift. Two of those who
were injured subsequently died. One
man was missing, and his remains were
found out in the woods, where they had
been blown by the force of the explosion
through the air shaft. The total num
ber of killed or fatally injured was found
to be seventeen.
The cause of the explosion is a mys
tery, and no one seems able to explain
it. The superintendent of the mines,
George L. Miller, who is a state min
ing engineer, says that the explosion
has a parallel only in the Pocahontas
mine disaster, and that the cause of it
will never be known. His theory is
that a fissure of gas was struck by the
miners in drilling and that the gas, com
ing in contact with a naked ligbh* caus
ed the explosion. It is known that the
air hhs been so bad in the mine for
several days that many of the men
would not work, but the superintendent
says there is no question that the place
was properly ventilated.
A Chinese Election.

The Chinese of New York have a
municipal government of their own, in
form very much like that of the city
proper. Once a year they elected a
Mayor, or head man, who is known as
the Chu Chu. In addition to the Chu
Chu there is a council similar to the
Board of Aldermen, composed of twenty
four men, all of whom must be of high
standing in the community. The late
General Li Yu Doo, whose funeral ere»
ated such an excitement in Chinatown
last week, was a member of this council
und on Sunday last an election was held
to appoint his successor. The excite
ment in Mott street was intense. Every
Chinaman in business aspired to fill
the position and each aspirant had doz
ens of henchmen out advocating his
candidate. These “ heelers,” as they
might be called, carried strips of paper
with hieroglypics on them, much resem-

T H E O LD STAND

D R . J. B O N D W A T T ,

R E -O P E N E D !

DENTIST,

WILL BE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES SOMETIME IN NOVEMBER.

The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry)
Store Stand 1n upper part of Trappe, with a
full variety of Store Goods and Is pre
pared to accommodate the public
in the best mauner.

7 W. Main Street,

Norristown, Pa.

Dry Goods and Groceries

practice at Norristown, his" coming there was

Attempted to visit Collegeville each Friday,
where he intended to give all requiring dental
operations his services. Having a very large

DRESS GOODS,
CALICOES,
MUSLINS,
GINGHAMS,
TABLE LINENS,
TRIMMINGS,
EDGINGS, &e.

W E S H A L L B E A B LE TO T E L L YOU W H O
You may smile a( this assertion, but the fa ct is you wouldn't believe vs i f we
woutd tell you noio. But when you see a thing you must believe it. Just so
' wheii you visit the small but crowded

Store at Providence Square.

You are forced to believe that you can get as much for your money as you can anywhere outside of
the great city. We make specialties of our Dry Goods. Notions, Cassimeres, Queensware, Boots
and Shoes, Fine Groceries, Hardware, &c. Almost anything you want at low figures.
Perkiomen valley. During the period of his
Yours truly,
visits quite a few took advantage of the oppor
merely to accommodate those residing in the

JOSEPH

tunity by showing their appreciation by visiting
him. Dr. Watt regrets his inability to continue

Groceries in assortment, best qualities, all the his visits, but offers as an inducement, not only
time.
the very best, finest and cheapest work, but to

Q u een sw are

Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware,
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,
Spades, &c., &c., &c.
-----IN-----

Boots & Shoes

fare to and from Norristown, wtthin a radius of

LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Frosted Feet, Ac

Dr. J. Bond Watt,

Norristown, Pa.

WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
CAMPHOR CREAk, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on

Fall & W inter Season!

Chest resulting from Colds.
VANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
SACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing.
Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso
lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150°

flr
e
tC
8
t'

F. B. RUSHONG,

Have a Larger Assortment o f Goods
than Ever Before and at Lower
Prices. Call and be convinced.

TRAPPE, 3?-A
_.

Domestic Dry Goods!

LARGELY

!

At Prices Lower than Ever !

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

The undersigned calls especial attention to his large and select assortment of Carpets, &c.,
from all the leading makers in the country, consisting of

For Men and Boys' Wear.

V E L V E T S , B R U S S E L S , T A P E S T R IE S , S - P L Y S , D A M A SK S,
E X -SU P E R S, SU P ERS, C. C. SU P ERS, UNIONS,
C O T T A G E , CO TTO N S, RAG , &c., &c.

FLOORAKBTABLE OILCLOTHS,
-COLLEGEVILLE—

Bed Blankets,

Horse Blankets.

R ugs, R ugs, R ugs.

MEN AND BOYS’ GLOVES direct from the
factory.

ROLLER I MILLS !

—AN IMMENSE STOCK OF—

Boots, - Shoes

P A IS T BROS

-ANDPROPRIETORS.

DRUGGETS, DRUGGETS

A r t S q u a res, A r t S q u a res I
MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS, SHADES,
AND SHADING !

K fiS “ CURTAIN POLES AND CURTAINS,

& c„ A c.

Carpets made and put down in the country at the same prices as in the town, by an Experi
enced Upholsterer, who thoroughly understands his business. We ask you to examine our facilities.
We are sure

R U B B E R S ! We can Prove You can Save Money !

We take pleasure in informing the public gen
erally that, having erected a

U N D E R W E A R For Men, Women
and Children.

BY BUYING YOUR CARPETS, &C., AT

I. H. B R E N D LIN G E R ’S

LARGE -:- WAREHOUSE H A T S A N D C A P S

Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82

Of the Latest Styles.

Queensware, Hardware, Wood
Willow Ware.

A S ID E T R A C K

, EAST - MAIN - STREET,

and

N O R R IS T O W N , P A .

—A VERY LARGE STOCK OF—

Wall Paper, Paints, Oils,
our

Z M I I I L iI j S

I

We are now able to handle feed, grain, &c„
with very little expense—and in
SIX HANDS KILLED AND MANY INJURED BY
large quantities.
THE BURSTING OF A BOILER.
will always have on hand, and for sale at
R eading , November 2.—A terrible theWe
very lowest prices, all kinds of

&c., &c., &c.

Beaver : &: Shellenberger, A to
TRAPPE, PA.

Feed, Grain, Fertilizers, C. J. BUCKLEY’S !
&c., &c., &c.
We can sell you a car load of Feed anytime, and
you can haul it at your convenience.

A N E W M IL E S T O N E I N TH E
WORLD OF TRAD E.

B T No waiting for cars to arrive, and no un
loading cars in double quick time.

The readers of this paper are doubtless think
ing of making their winter purchases. We ex
In brief our facilities now are such as to en tend them an invitation to call and inspect our
able us to carry a heavy s^ock of ail kinds of stock betore they buy.
feed, and to enable us to save time and money
for our patrons as well as for ourselves.

FLOOR -:- OIL -:- CLOTHS,

As heretofore, highest cash prices will be paid
for wheat and rye.

All widths—1 , I X, 1%, 3, 2'A, 2X yards
wide from 25c. yard. We have made a great
reduction in

W
heatW
antedatallT
im
es Cloths and

Cassimeres.

¿ ¿ IQ E V I

li li H

F U R N IT U R E L E O P O L D ’S
WARE-ROOMS.

The undersigned is now ready to
serve the public, and kindly invites
A R E C L O SIN G O U T
everybody, old and young, to call and
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I
10 cent Sateens for
cents.
T U R E and H O U SE F U R N ISH IN G
15 cent Sateens for 10 ceuts.
GOODS in stock. A recital o f the
varieties and grades o f goods and prices . Very fine 25 cent Sateens for 20 cents, and
would be tedious. “Seeing is believing,"
The finest French Sateens at 25, 30 and 35
and a visit to our Warerooms will give cents, such as sell in Philadelphia at 37^ cents.
you the evidence required before mak
About fifteen styles White Dress Goods, worth
ing your purchases.
25 cents, for 15 cents.

BED RO O M S U IT E S in Walnut, j
Ash, and Oak, and all the cheaper j These are choice styles and an unusual bargain.
grades. Bedsteads from $2.50, up.

Bargains in finer White Dress Goods.
P A R L L O R FU R N ITU R E ,allstyles
and grades, including Plush and Hair
Parasols and Sun Umbrellas at such closingHave about 32 pieces new winter styles, and are
out prices as will make them cheap enough to
Cloth.
-'
selling them at give-away prices. We are
doing an unheard of business in
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters, buy for next year.
40 Pounds High Grade Roller Flour
Window
Shades and Fixtures.
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
The Very Best Sewing Ma
Good Wheat.
¡¡gif"
Remember,
everything
in
stock
chines in the World at Howard Leo
Are still handling that High Grade UNDER
fro m the minor to more important arti
WEAR at Low Grade Prices. Just re
cles o f Furniture and Housefurnishing pold’s.
ceived a large invoice of Men s,
Ladies’ and Children’s
Goods. You can't go wrong, no matter
Special attention given to Grist Grinding.
what you want, by giving us a call.

Flannels, Muslins, Blanlets, Etc.

The correspondent of the Colliery
Guardian reports a case which, if true,
must be interesting to geologists. In
the Coleford district of the Forest of We would be pleased to have a share of your
patronage.
Dean a small colliery has recently l e n
From Gloversville, N. Y., which we place on
opened, and while a collier was engaged
our counters at wholesale prices.
in breaking up a fall of block coal, he PAIST BROS,, Collegeville, Pa.
found a toad in the center. It seemed
Gum S h oes, B o o ts, &c.
firmly embedded in the coal, and it was
Are higher this year, but we are still selling
alive. Its form was imprinted upon the
them £ t last year’s low prices. Ladies’ and
face of the mineral, and the animal is
Children’s Hoods and Caps ; the lates styles
still living. The incident has occa
in Men’s and Boys’ Soft and Stiff Hats. ,
We are offering special bargains in Queens
sioned much interest in the neighbor
Grater’s Ford, Pa.,
ware
and Glassware. Decorated Tea Sets, 44
hood.
pieces, $3.25, worth $4. Decorated Toilet Sets,
DEALERS IN

GLOVES I

FUSS & GRATER,

A Barrel of Four Made into Bread.

The American Analysis thus sums a
baker’s profits, or what a barrel of flour
is worth when made into bread. A
baker will toss a barrel of flour into a
trough. Then he will toss 104 pounds
of water on top. A quantity of yeast
is added, and then the jolly baker has
300 pounds of dough to operate on.
The 300 pounds cost him $5. In short
order the dough is turned into “ twists,”
high loaves, pan loves, and other styles
of the same quality. The oven’s heat
reduces the 300 pounds of dough to
260 pounds of bread. The baker sells
his bread at the rate of four cents a
pound, or at an advance of over 30 per
cent over which it cost him. There
are 1,400 bakers, great and small, in
this city, and to them is committed the
trust of supplying bread for 1,300,000
persons, There are rpapy bakers in
tbis city who make 1 ,300 loaves of bread
per day and sell it for from $80 to
$150, or at a net profit of $40. Little
money is lost in the business, and most
bakers do a cash trade. It is very sel
dom that bakers fail. The business is
steady, reliable, and attended by a very
few risks, unless incompetent work
men.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_JOSEPH W_ CULBEBT-

C A R P E T S ] T IE LARGEST LI HE
C A R P E T S [ E V E R -:- O FFERED -:- I N
N O RRISTO W N ,
CARPETS I

MUSLINS, CALICOES, GINGHAMS,
CHEVIOTS, WOOLEN AND
CANTON FLANNELS.
3 » " TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS,

Terrible Explosion.

A Toad in Solid Coal.

COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, Sc.

30 miles.

For men, women and children, we defy compe
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine
our stock before making your purchases.

accident took place early tbis morning
on the farm of Jonah D. Spayd, in
Lower Heidelburg township, seven
miles from Reading. The boiler of a
steam threshing machine exploded, kill
ing six hands and severely injuring
many more. The men were all engaged
about the engine when the boiler ex
ploded, and when the smoke had clear
ed away a terrible scene was presented.
The bodies of all six were lying some
distance away, having been hurled from
thirty to fifty feet, horribly mutilated.
Hinnerchitz, who is the owner of the
machine, was found 125 feet away from
the scene of the accident, having been
hurled that distance. He was not dead
when picked up but bis death ensued
some hours later. The body of Machmer was hurled clean through the weatberboarding of the barn. The building
was completely wrecked. The force of
the explosion was felt for many miles
around.

lU L B E R T ’S

performed amounting to $5.00, he will allow car

C rock eryw are

GOT W A L S,

t COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE. H

all visiting his office and having an operation

-—A N D —

G.

^ZRO N/TID IEJN rC IE! SG iTJ.A --R .33-

G r a i n , i S g g c Is ,
FLOUR,
FEED,
HAY,

Coal and Lime !

$3.25, worth $4. Second Floor, Room 2.
Just received a ear load of Salt, and can give
you low prices. Ground Salt, 200 lbs., 75c. sack.
Fine Salt, large Sacks, $1.00.
Groceries of all kinds, Patent Medicines, Ex
tracts, «fee. Hardware, Tinware, Wood and Wil
low-ware, Paints, Oils, Putty, Glass, Cement,
Wheels, Kims, Shafts, Hoise Shoes, &c., <fcc.
Give us a call.

C. J. B U C K L E Y ,
P. O. Ironbridge.
Rahn Station, Pa.

Picture and Looking Glass Frames
o f every description. Reframing Pic
tures, Glasses, &c., one o f our specialties.
A long experience as a wood worker
enables us to know just what we buy and
and just what we sell. You will get just
what you buy, and thefu ll worth of your
money.
All kinds o f Repairing and Uphol
stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos
sible Figures. Upon notice furniture
to be repaired will be taken to my work
shop and returned fre e o f charge, or
the repairs, i f desired, will be made at
the residence o f the customer.

W. H. Blanchford.

Tie Beal Estate Title ta ra te

J M. ZIMMERMAN,

------- AND-------

FERTILIZERS,, CEMENT,
Bl a s t e r , s a l t ,
PEWTER SAND,

Near Collegeville, Pa.,
— D EALER IN —

Terra Cotta Pip, Cline; Tops, k Bill, Batter, Cott«e Cleese, k
ALSO CHESTNUT RAILS.

TRUST - C O M PA N Y

13sep8m

J) R. RARR,

Collegeville.

MRS. L

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Always on hand a variety of fine trimmings
from which my patrons can make their own
selections, at bottom prices. Thankful for past
favors I solicit a coutinuance of your patronage.
13sept8m

MUSIC !

for persons acting as such.
R E g lg E N T

311 Swede Street,

Teacher of Stenography.

H. INGRAM,

Fashionable Dressmaker,

Capital, $500,000, Full Paid.

G- TYSON KRATZ,

OIJNDAY PAPERS,

HSNRY YOST,

PO TTSTO W N , PA .

LESSONS WILL BE GIVEN ON THE

V e g e ta b le s In S e a s o n .

ings.

News Agent,

229 HIGH STREET,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

milk delivered every morning to resi
Insures Titles to Rsal Estate and Mortgages,
Hay Bought at all times fo r the dentsPure
of Collegeville and vicinity. Butter and acts in ail Fiduciary Capacities—Executor,
cheese delivered Wednesday and Saturday morn Guardian, Assignee, &c., and becomes security
Press.

-The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

L E O P O L D ’S

A TTO RNEY ,
- f c

Norristown, fig.

Rupture cure guaranteed by Dr. J. B. Mayer,
Instructions given in shorthand writing upon 831 Arch St. Phila. Pa. Ease at once, no operation
reasonable terms. For further particulars in or business delay. Thousands cured. Send for
circular.
SOauly.
quire at
THIS OFFICE.

I P I - A - l N T O AND O R G A Z S T
On or After September 1st, ’88, by
MAY H. ROYER, Trappe, Pa.

w

ANTED TO RENT,

For pe?t year, “
flpHltlig« large barn
and about thirty five acres of productive laça,
to a practical farmer. Abundance of water and
fruits on the premises. Possession can be give»
this fall if desired. J. W. SUNDERLAND,
- 23»ep
Collegeville, pa.

Providence Independent.
T hursday, N ovem 8 , 18 I 8 .
K RM Si-91.es PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
n this section o f the county than any
it her paper published, ¿is an adver
tin g medium the “ Independent” ranks
i.morig the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
lion in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “Independent" one of
t >e best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
t iis end we invite correspondence from
every section.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POIN TS SOUTH.

Milk.........................................................6.40 a. m.
Accommodation...........................
6.03 a. m.
Market.............................................. ...1.10 p. m.
Accomodation ......................................... 4.16 p. m.
FOR ALLENTOW N AND PO IN T S NORTH AND WEST.

Mail...'....... ...........- ............................. 8-03 a. m.
Accomodation................................. .W.ll a. m.
Market....... .......................................... .3.20 p. m.
Accommodation................................ ...6.47 p. m.
SONDATS— SOUTH.

Milk........................................................ 6.56 a. m.
Accomodation................... -..................4.48 p. m.
NORTH.

Accommodation................................... 10.03 a. m.
Milk...........................................^..........5.48 p. m.

Home Flashes and Stray Sparks
From Abroad.
' —Another battle of ballots is over.
—Let the victors shout and the van
quished be not dismayed. There' will
be another Presidential election four
years hence.
—And that is not too far off.
—With guns and dogs they march for
ward — and slaughter cotton - tails.
Sometimes they do.
—“The way to do this thing, is to do
it l” Possibly', “ the end justifies the
means.”
—Mr. H. Essick, of Camden, was
visiting friends in this section, for the
first time in five years, Last Sunday.
His father, Mr. H. B. Essick of the
same place, was in town on election
day.
—I. T. Miller the well-known Lime
rick horseman is at home with a car
load of Illinois horses. See adv.
—Ettie G., only child of W. H. and
Fannie B. Casseibury died October 27,
at the residence of the parents, Phila
delphia, aged 10 years and 9 months.
The parents are known to a number of
our readers in this section.
—W. B. Hall disposed of about one
hundred bushels of apples at public
sale at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, Mon
day forenoon, at fair prices.
—Mr. Jesse Johnson, of Providence
Square; is the owner of a young bay'
mare of Morgan stock that promises
to trot fast when trained. The animal
is a fine one.
—Just received some of the latest
styles in ladies fancy dress plaids,
Henriettas, trilled plaids, & c,,atK ulp’s
store, Graters Ford. To be sold cheap
A look at them will convince you.
—Rev, Samuel T. Gracy will preach
in Ironbridge chapel next Sunday after
noon at 2 o’clock. Everybody cordial
ly invited to attend.
—Merchant W. P. Fenton will hold
an extensive auction sale at Prospect
Terrace on Saturday afternoon and
evening, November 17. A large variety
of goods will be disposed of to the
highest bidder. For further particulars
see poster and adv, in next week’s
issue.
—If you are not interested in a
particular movement you had better
keep “ mum.” Talking too much is
a reprehensible practice, anyhow, you
know.
A little son in the family of Henry
B. Mauger, of Pottstown, was buried
on Friday last, and when the parents
returned from the funeral they learned
that during their absence another child
had died.
—Henry Yerger, a resident of New
i Hanover, aged 87 years, died Monday
I afternoon, The deceased leaves five
[ children,
.—Monday night the attention of the
} Norristown Town Council was called
[ to the fact that the amount of the ordei s
f granted, excluding salaries for borough
I officials, was nearly $3000 larger than
I the money in the treasury. And this
isn’t remarkable evidence of the right
. kind of financiering.
—The Prohibitionistshad a fine parade
I at Royersford, Monday night. About
I 500 persons were in line. Two bands
and a drum corps furnished the music.
—It is estimated that ten million votes
were cast in the United States,—1,000,| 000 for every hour the polls remained
I open, 16,667 every minute, 227 every
second,
—Mr. John Robison, of this place,
brought to this office yesterday morn■ing a Burbank potato of his own rais1 ing that weighs 2 pounds and one
f ounce and a half. The county is cbalI lenged to beat it.
—J. W. S. Gross, proprietor of the
►Collegeville Hotel, has opened the
1 oy ster season. The best bivalves in
the markef, op hand at alj tiines.
—The othej1d a y 'a yoking ipan named
Huge JLeech, residing on the road be
tween XJuionville and I^ennett Square,
Chester County, accidentally gouged
out or destroyed the sight of one of

his eyes, while tying a bundle of corn- Lower Providence and other places.
fodder. It is feared the other eye will Good music was furnished by the
Eagleville and Spring City bands.
also be lost.
Some of the illuminations along the
line were quite brilliant. W. H. WotB utter Stolen.
ring, of Ursinus College, was chairman
Last Friday night thieves broke into of the meeting. Speeches were made
Mr. Moyer’s creamery', at Yerkes, and by H. U. Brunner and Rodwin Fox,
stole about thirty pounds of butter. Esqs., of Norristown, and G. H.
There is no clue to the guilty parties, Meixell and John Wagner of Ursinus.
and the same thieves will no doubt
soon make other raids in yhis vicinity.
B eets Extraordinary.
They seem to have things their own
Mr.
M.
P. Anderson, of near Black
way generally. It is fortunate they
Rock, this township, is entitled, we
can’t steal houses and barns.
think, to both cake and bakery in the
matter of raising mammoth beets. He
A Race.
kindly brought to this office Monday,
Arrangements have been completed two monster specimens, the one weigh
for a race at the Phcenixville Driving ing 19 and the other 16 pounds. Mr.
Park on Friday, November 16, when Anderson stated that both beets were
Bob Ingersoll and Centella are to “ try Harrison beets, representing in size
conclusions.” This will be an inter Harrison’s majorities in New York and
esting exhibition of speed. At the Indiana. The Pottstown papers will
same time, it is stated, there will be please notice the size of these big beets.
other races of a more or less exciting We will grant the brethren permis
sion to take in Berks county in their
character.
search for larger ones.
Y. P A.
Suprem e Court Decision.
The next regular meeting of the
Young People’s Association of St.
P ittsburg , Pa., Nov. 5.—The Su
Luke’s Reformed church will be held preme Court of . Pennsylvania this
on Tuesday evening, November 20, in morning handed down a decision in the
Masonic Hall, Trappe. Besides the case of the Titusville Iro n , Works
regular literary and musical exercises against the Keystone Oil Company, in
of the evening the enjoyment of the which it is held that the act of the
occasion will be greatly enhanced by Legislature of June 17, 1887, giving a
the social part of the program, which mechanic’s lien to laborers and me
will consist of a reception given for the chanics for claims of $16 and upwards,
members of the Association and of St. is unconstitutional, on the ground that
Luke’s church and their friends.
the act of 1887 attempts to extend the
acts of 1836 and 1845 by reference to
their titles only, in violation of Section
A Correction.
6 of Article I II of the Constitution,
A correspondent writes :—“If you and that the act is practically an exer-.
mean by ‘River Brethren’ the Brethren cise by the Legislature o f Judicial
in Christ, then your statement in last power, and therefore in violation of
week’s issue in relation to the Love Section 1, Article Y, of the Constitu
Feast in Dismant’s school house, is a tion.
mistake. The Brethren in Christ, com
monly called River Brethren, hold no
H e Caught the D arkey.
love feasts in Dismant’s school house.
Last Friday night the agent (whose
I t may have been some other society,
possibly the Dunkards who held the name we have not learned) at Perki
omen station, Penna. R. R., was
love feast.”
aroused by a noise at one of the lower
windows of the station house. With
Sudden D eath of a B ank President. revolver in hand he cautiously opened
Last Thursday morning A. A. a secoud story window and gazing
Yeakle, President of the People’s Na down perceived a human form, feeling
tional Bank of Norristown, was sitting pretty sure it was that of a certain
in the office of S. D. Cowden on DeKalb negro. His first impulse was to shoot
street, when- he suddenly toppled over straight at the target presented, but
and fell to the floor. Physicians were upon second thought concluded to fire
hastily summoned, but in a few mo at random. The house breaker fled
ments Mr. Yeakle died. The deceased and the station master quickly fol
was in bis 59tb year, and besides a wife lowed. The negro made a bee line for
leaves two grown sons and a daughter. bis shanty, passed in and shut the
door. The agent bolted right in after.
As soon as the darkey saw the agent
Hanging B askets, &c.
be exclaimed : “Massa, I wasn’t down
Mrs. B. F / ‘Isett, the wife of the at your house, so help me God, Massa,
popular Limerick dealer in beef, pork, I wasn’t down at your house.”
etc., conducts quite a business of her
The agent didn’t take the darkey's
own in the way- of selling hanging word in the matter pending, but pro
baskets, vases, flower pots, and so ceeded to flog the darkey as soundly
on, of the most unique and popular as the darkey was ever flogged. The
designs.
Mrs. Isett deals directly next morning, early, the negro fled for
with the manufacturer and exhibits a other quarters. The station agent, in
varied stock of goods which she is sell relating the occurrence, stated that the
ing at very low prices. We know our negro had seen him handle some money
lady readers will thank us for this the day before.
notice after paying Mrs. Isett a visit.
FROM G RA TER’S FORD.

Real E state Sold.
The executors, Jacob and Abram
Buckwalter, of the estate of William
Buckwalter, sold last Saturday, at pub
lic sale, a messuage and tract of land in
the village of Evansburg, Lower Provi
dence, to Isaac Fry, of Norristown,
for $551.
Ambrose Dettre, real estate agent,
has sold to C. S. Ebersole, of Norris
town, a farm containing one hundred
and fifty acres in New Hanover town
ship, near Fagleysville, belonging to
Augustus G. Markley of this place. -

Some person, or persons, paid John
Zimmerman and wife an unfriendly
visit one night last week. They forced
open one of the doors at the planing
mill and ransacked the tools and
bursted open the office door and made
a thorough search through the desk,
using lighted paper and matches for
light. By the amount of charred paper
strewn about on the floor, it is singular
that the building was not burned. As
far as ascertained, - very little was
taken.
Benj. P. Isett was somewhat un
fortunate one day last week while pass
ing through this place. The old sorrel
horse which be was driving struck a
stone and fell ; then not having the
strength to raise himself, he began
struggling tearing the harness, and
broke the shafts. Mr. Isett called
loudly for help, whigh was promptly at
hand, and things were soon righted,
and Mr. Isett sent on bis way rejoicing.

Elected Bank President.
At a meeting of the Directors of the
People’s National Bank, Norristown,
last Saturday, Comtnissioher Samuel
K. Anders, of Norriton township, was
elected President of that institution to
fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Abraham A. Yeakle. At the same
meeting the Directors adopted resolu
H. D. Alderfer, has
tions regretting the death of Mr. putOuruplandlord,
his
sign,
looks very
Yeakle who had faithfully served as beautiful after beingwhich
repainted.
president since the bank’s establish
Fred. Bellz, our young tobacconist,
ment.
spent Sunday visiting friends in- Nor
ristown.
Editor Johnson M arried.
Milton Barndt expects to go to Nor
Editors will get married, for ’tis
their nature too. Wilmer Johnson, ristown market the coming winter. He
editor of the North Wales Record, and made his first trip on Friday last.
Miss Alice Hoffman, a well-known
The farm known as the Simons prop
school teacher of this count}', were erty, situated about a half mile from
married Thursday afternoon at Long here, will be sold on Saturday next at
Island City—the ceremony taking public sale. It is a very productive
place at the residence of the officiating little farm of 12 acres, and well worthy
clergyman, Rev. N. B- Randall, form the attention of those who intend pur
erly of Norristown. The newly tyeddecl chasing land.
couple are now enjoying a western toqr
Charles Detwiler returned to the
which will extend as far as Montana veterinary
college in Canada on Mon
Territory,
day to complete the course. He was
in attendance at the same place last
Meeting of Hospital T ru stees.
winter, during which time he graduated
The Trustees of the §tate Hospital in the dental department. We wish
for the Insane held their regular him success.
monthly meeting last Friday, Messrs.
“Davy” Is again coming to the front.
Hartranft, Martin, Fleishman, Hun* He shot a wild duck on Monday morn
sicker, Gilkeson, Stinson, Bradley, ing last. In view of the fact that there
Serrill, Acker, present. Dr. Chase, is a trip to be made “ up salt river”
phjsioianin-cbief, reported 839 male soon, be will keep it for that purpose,
patients in the Hospital at the end of and says be will take his gun along and
October, and Dr. Bennett reported 827 shoot more along the line.
female patients in her department at
Garges, our green grocer, went to
the close of the same month. The
Executive Committee reported the ex York State on Monday morning last
xx.
penses of the Hospital for October for a car load of apples.
amounting to $26,078.85.
Jottings from Ursinus.
D em ocratic D em onstration.
Mr. Cbas. E. Wehler left college,
The Democratic parade and mass last Saturday morning, for his home in
meeting, at Dorworth’s hotel, Wednes New Oxford, Adams county, for the
day evening, last week, was quite a purpose of exercising, according to his
creditable affair, yet the occasion would sincere convictions, (!(at §apred rig|it
have more strongly emphasized the granted tq f ftp.h and qv^ry male citizen
closing days of an excitiqg q^ropajgn of toe United States who has arrived at
in this section had (he -IJorristown tbe age' of maturity. This being his
Jioys put ip ttieir appearance as they first 'opportunity to exercise such a
har} promised to c|o. T'^e parade, right when it shall count for or against
marshalled by Gfeorge ^Dmory, Jv. «F. a Chief Magistrate, be left, full of en
Ashenfelter and f*. V^illjard,
par thusiasm and patriotism, realising more
ticipated in by the Trappe pioneer than eyef-the superior dignity that em
dub and dubs from Worcester and bellishes and characterizes an American
Suh wenksv.ille, and representatives from citizen. He said, I go to Adams county

to vote, not because. I think my vote
will bring any material changes to the
result in Pennsylvania, neither do I
think my act will effect the national re
sult, but I do go in order that I may
ever, hereafter, enjoy the comforts of a
peaceful mind and conscience, knowing
that I too, have, by vothig for Grover
Cleveland, contributed my mile in
favor of four years more of honest
government and tariff reform. The
Democratic party, he says, is based
upon principles which, like truths, are
eternal, unchangable, immutable. The
times change, and men often change
with them, but principles, never. I do
not think that any man, young or old,
should espouse the cause of any politi
cal party and allow himself to be bound
to it for life ; be should supports party
only when prompted and actuated by
good principles. Having adopted this
to be the rule which shall direct me in
the exercise of my ballot, I would re
gard it as an act irreconcilably incon
sistent with American patriotism were
I to cast my vote for any other than
the Democratic ticket this fall.
Messrs. G. H. Meixell and W. H.
Wotring also had been to their respec
tive homes on a similar mission in be
half of the same'cause.
The President’s recitation room was
recently adorned, and the teaching
facilities greatly enhanced by a fine 4
6 slate blackboard, it being a gift
from Peters & Co., manufacturers of
slate blackboards, &c , Slatington, Pa.
On Sunday afternoon Prof. Wein
berger delivered. a Bible talk to the
students in the Y. M. C. A. room. His
subject was “ Work for Jesus during
vacation.”
The first and second Senior orations,
of the second series, were delivered on
Monday afternoon by H. A. Benner,
subject, “ Take Your Place,” and Ern
est Clapp, subject, “ Sources of Na
tional Wealth.”
“ D orsy .”
Upper Providence E lection R eturns
The balmy weather Tuesday favored
the polling of a very large vote in this
(upper) district of Upper Providence,
in fact a larger vote than was ever cast
heretofore. The party workers per
formed their work quietly, and beyond
a hot discussion or two between the
election officers, everything passed off
serenely. The following is the result
of the election in both districts :
U.D. L.D.
202
Republican Electors,
271
136
Democratic Electors,
167
Prohibition Electors,
—
—

LATEST FROM NORRISTOWN.
Wednesday, 11:30 a. m.:—The re
turns thus far received from districts
of Montgomery and Bucks indicate the
re-election of Congressman Yardley.
Judge Wearid is elected by a large
majemty.
The Republicans claim the
election of their entire county ticket.
A Cure For Typhoid.
IIOW A GIRL GIVEN UP BY THE DOCTORS WAS
SAVED BY SALT MACKEREL.

A beautiful young woman, over whose
bead had passed but eighteen summers
and to whom life offered only the pros
pects of unending pleasures, she being
surrounded with all the comforts that
loving hearts and willing hands, sup
ported by adequate means, could, was
recently taken very ill with typhoid
fever, says the New York Telegram.
The best medical talent that could be
obtained was called in, but without
avail, and a few evenings since all was
gloom in the handsomest residence in
Fordham, where she lay ill. Her phy
sician had departed at a late hour say
ing that before morning the end would
come.
An aged anut from the country, who
was on a visit, happened fortunately to
remember that years ago when the yel
low fever prevailed in this city, a phy
sician who had then but recently come
from Ireland, had broken the fever and
saved many lives by applying salt fish
to the feet of the patients. This sug
gestion was seized upon by the now
helpless parents of the girl, and salt
mackerel, which they happened fortu
nately to have in the hbuse were ap
plied to the fair patient’s feet by her
anxious relatives during the remainder
of the night. When the doctors called
the next morning, expecting to hear of
the death of their patient, they were
astonished to find that the fever had
considerably abated. To-day the young
woman, who was “given up” by her
medical advisers, is convalescent.
W here Women Are Not WantedFrom the Denver Tribune.

While talking on this subject it may
be interesting to say that there is a
mine near Leadville into which women
are never admitted. If a woman were
permitted to enter this mine I believe
every last man on tbe premises would
quit work. Tbe mine has had an acci
dent for every woman who has visited
it. - Immediately after a woman has
been admitted some mishap with dam
age to property or life, has followed.
FOR AUDITOR GENERAL.
202 Hence tbe superstition of tbe miners.
Thomas McCamant, r
271
Henry Meyer, d
136
167
FOR JUDGE OF THE SUPREME COURT.
UBLIC SALE OF
274
201
James T. Mitchell, r
J. B. McCollum, d
137
167

P

ADDITIONAL LAW JUDGE.

270
H. K. Weand, r
George W. Rogers, d
171
for congress ( 7 th district.)
R. M. Yardley, r
276
George Ross, d
167
FOR ASSEMBLY.

Austin L. Taggart, r
J. A. Shoemaker, r
Charles Moore, r
Theo. Bean, r
C. T. Kratz, r
John H. Berge, d
Jos. K. Hendricks, d
Hugh O. Neill, d
Rudolph Partenbeimer, d
W. S. Royer, d

276
272
272
260
267
168
171
170
170
169

FRESH COWS !

Will be sold at public 6ale, on MONDAY,
209 NOV.
12, *88, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
134
25 head ol fresh cows with calves direct

from York county. Qood judgment was
'exercised in the selection of this stock,
202 and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock p. m., sharp.
136 Conditions
by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
205 J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk,
t â f Also, 100 bushels of apples.
202

201

198 DRIVATE SALE OF

202

134
135
I arrived at my stables, near Limerick Square,
132
2, with a car load of desirable all
137 Novemberpurpose
horses, good steppers and
135
roadsters, work and draught horses.

ILLINOIS HORSES.

Horses for the city markets taken in
’exchange.
I. T. MILLER.

JURY COMMISSIONER.

John A. Arnold, r
Jesse N. Gerhard, d

273
169

201

135

DIRECTOR OF THE POOR.

A PPLICA TIO N FOR CHARTER.

202
In the Court of Common Pleas for the County
275
M. Y. Johnson, r
135 of Montgomery.
Benj. DeFrain, d
167
Of December Term, A. D , 1888, No. 16.
l i votes for the Prohibition electorals
Notice is hereby given that an application will
be
made to said Court on Monday, December 3,
were cast in this district.
1888, at 10 o’clock, a. m., under the Act of
L E T T E R NO. 3.
TIM EL T W A R N IN G TO

HASTY CONCOCTERS AND

THEIR U NSU SPEC TING — AND MANY
JNITQCEHT— PA R T IC IPA N TS.

I must he indulged in a Blight deviation in the
contemplated course of historical letters of the
Mennonitee. An occasional letter bearing di
rectly on the issue of the proposed rehabilitation
of Trinity Christian Church is surely called for
at this time to.stem the tide, if possible, of fiery
haste, and precipitate action now in progress.
No one questions the orthodoxy and eminent
respectability of the German Reformed Church,
neither the right nor the propriety of any one
feeling so inclined to join that body-; but when
it is attempted to wrest from the original and
rightful owners of our Church a Legacy— itsnondeno/ninationalism, a government “ sovereign in
itself” according to the plain letter in Chap,
viii., Art 3, of its Discipline, and thus subordin
ating free Christian fellowship to the risk of
ecclesiastical domination—a deeply cherished
principle, deafly purchased and sacredly planted
here apd confided to our keeping, and to seek to
divert ibis trust from its intended uses for men’s
convenience, popularity or Such other consider
ations, it behooves us to sound the alarm, and
to counsel a halt in the proposed procedure.
Neither one single individual, however im
portant his services, in his own, or others’ esti
mation, in a congregation, nor even the collec
tive wisdom of selected trusted lieutenants (not
a.junto) appealing, sometimes combinedly, in
frantic desperation for signatures to a paper to
accomplish what should have been done accord
ing to Chap, ix. of their Discipline, ought avail
to thwart the noble purposes of its Founder.
And will the legatees of this priceless inherit
ance costing their fathers tears, prayers and con
flicts to acquire stand idly and listlessly by and
let it lightly go !
An exposure of the particular methods to get
signers to circumvent possible obstacles to
sweep in “ the journey over” will be next In or
der. '
H e n r y A. H u n s i c k e r .
Collegeville, Pa., Nov. 5, ’88.

[It is understood that we are in no
wise responsibly for the opinions of our
go^respondents.
If Mr. Hunsicker
errs in any of his statements our
columns are open to admit such correc
tions as may be desired.— E d . I ndepen 
dent .]

W jo p . 1

Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
entitled “an act to provide for the incorporation
and regulation of certain corporations,’ 1 ap
proved April 29, 1874, and the supplements
thereto, for the charter of an intended corpor
ation to be called “ The Sohaff Literary Society
of Drsinus College,” the character and object
whereof is to qualify its members in the art of
writing and public speaking in ordér to become
useful members of society, to promote the best
interests of Ursinus College, and to thereby ad
vance the noble cause of education, and for these
purposes to have, possess and enjoy all the
rights, benefits and privileges of the said Act of
Assembly and its supplements.
The certificate of incorporation, signed by C.
H. Brandt, G. H. Meixell, Ralph Royer, M. R.
Longstreth and John Wagner, is now on file in
the Prothonotary’s office.
8no3t
' F. G. HOBSON, Solicitor.

c

HARTER NOTICE.

p U B L IC SALE OF

)RIYATE SALE,

-*— VALUABLE-----

Will be sold at private sale a house and lot of
'/i acre of land, in Lower Providence township,
near Perkiomen Bridge. Main house has 5 rooms,
2 entries ; the ell attachment has 3 rooms.
Piazza front and back. Variety of fruit trees.
In - the « Perkiomen « Valley. For further particulars call on
ISAAC RHOADES,
Collegeville, Pa.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, 13sep6t
NOVEMBER 15, ’88, on the premises of the
subscriber, in Perkiomen township, Montgom
ery county, Pa., the following described valu MOTIC E TO GUNNERS 1
able real estate, viz : A messuage and farm con
taining 120 acres of land, more or less, adjoin
The undersigned hereby give notice that all
ing lands of Evans P. Koons, Henry Espenship, gunners are forbidden to trespass upon their
Daniel Landis, and others, and the Perkiomen premises, and that all offenders will be dealt
creek, about 12 acres ot which is meadow and with according to law :
bottom land, and the remainder farm land diJohn H. Longacre, Upper Providence.
vivded into suitable fields, under good fences,
D. H. Grubb,
“
“
and in a high state of cultivation. The im
John H. Casselberry, “
“
provements are a two-story stone dwelling house
A. D. Wagner,
“,
“
42 by 30 feet, with a two-story stone addition 18
W. & 8. Rogers,
“
“
by 30 feet, forming an “ L” house, with 5 rooms
J. K. Harley,
“
“
and hall on the first, and 8 rooms and hall on
Jonh H. Longacre,
“
“
the second floor, 2 rooms on the third floor,
M. R. Schrack,
“
“
piazza and two kitchens attached, cellar under;
M. B. Schrack,
“
“
the house is studded and lathed on inside, is
Jacob L. Miller,
“
“
constructed of the best materials and finished iu
J. B. Hause,
“
“
good style. A Swiss barn, 62 by 74
Henry Zimmerman,
“
“
feet, with two threshing floors, gran
John McFarland,
“
“
aries, and stabling for 9 horses and 28
Jonathan Hoyer,
“
“
cows. Wagon house, 2 carriage houses,
Wm. Amos,
“
,“
2 corn cribs, pig sty, and all necessary Fred.
out Prizer,
“
“
buildings iu good repair ; well with pump, 2
A. D. Reiff,
“
“
cisterns, and cave. A two-story stone dwelling
D. S. Raudenbush,
“
,“
house, with two rooms and hall on-the first, and
Irwin Weikel,
“
' “
2 rooms and hall on the second floor, cellar un
Ann M. Garber,
“
“
der, piazza in the front and rear ; outkitehen ;
Jacob Weidenbach,
11
“
well with pump. There is a lawn of about two
J. H. Wanner, Skippack.
acres In front of the house, planted with orna
Isaac F. Alderfer, “
mental and fruit trees, the fruit all of the
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence.
choicest varieties and in bearing order. The
Calvin Burley,
“
“
bull ings aré all nearly new, and well and sub
Jacob H. Landes,
“
“
stantially built, and in good repair. This prop
John Reiff,
,
“
“
erty is most beautifully located, fronting on the
Isaiah Reiff,
«
“
Perkiomen and Sumncytown turnpike road ;
George Whitworth,
“
“
the Perkiomen railroad passes through the
Harry Warren,
“
“
premises. It is about a half mile west of Grater’s
Morton Rice,
“
“
Ford station and one and a half miles below
Jacob Springer,
“
“
Schwenksville, is well adapted for a -summer
F. R. Deeds,
“
“
boarding house and is one of the finest homes in
M. C. Rambo,
“
“
the Perkiomen valley. It will be sold whole or
T. J. Davis,
“
“
in parts to suit purchasers. A portion of the
A. K. Harley,
“
“
parchase money can remain in the premises if
Henry Keyser.
“
“
desired. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m., ' Christian Allebach,
“
“
when conditions will be made known by
Daniel G. Landes, Perkiomen.
C. M. Hunsicker,
“
JOHN B. LANDIS.
Enos H. Detwiler,
“

REAL ESTATE
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P U B L IC SALE OF

Ï

REAL ESTATE.

F1RE ! FIR E ! !—NOTICE !
The members of the Union Mutual Fire and
Storm Insurance Company are hereby notified
that a contribution was levied on September 3,
1888, of One Dollar on each One Thousand Dol
lars, for which they are insured, and that.A n
drew Supplee, Treasurer of said Company, will
attend at the office of the Company, Swede
street, opposite the Court House, in the Bor
ough of Norristown, to receive said assessments.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
date from October 15, 1888. Persons sending
money by mail must accompany it with postage
for return of a receipt.
ANDREW SUPPLEE,
October 15,1888.
Treasurer.
N. B.—At a stockholders’ meeting held Sept.
3,1888, Article II of the By-Laws of the above
named Company was classified into seven classes,
and the scope of insurable property considerably
enlarged, and the premiums range from 75 cents
to $10 per $1000 insured, according to the risk.
18oct6t
H. S. KULP, 8ec*y.

Will be sold at public sale, by the undersigned
executor, in trust, of the estate of Anthony Cus
ter, deceased, on SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10,
’88, on the premises, the following described
real estate : A messuage and lot of land con
taining 12 acres, more or less, situate in Perki
omen township, adjoining lands of John D. Al
derfer, Harvey Gottschall, Enos Detwiler, and
others, and fronting on a public road leading to
Grater’s Ford ; about % mile west of Grater’s
Ford, Perk. R. R. The improvements hre a twostory stone house, with two rooms on first floor,
two rooms on second floor, attic room ;
cellar under, portico in front ; a well of
lasting; water at the door. Frame barn,
stabling for two horses and four cows ;
all other necessary outbuildings. The improve
ments are in good repair and the land is in a
state of excellent cultivation. There is quite a
variety of fruit trees on the premises, including
thrifty young apple trees in bearing,grape vines,
&c. This is a desirably located home. Anyone NOTICE
wishing to view the premises before the sale,
will please call on the tenant residing thereon.
The Perkiomen Valley Building and Loan
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
Association will receive sums on deposit from
MATTHIAS CUSTER,
individuals in sums of fifty dollars or any multi
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
Executor.
ple thereof. Deposits will be received at any
regular meeting of the Association on the first
Monday evening of every month. Interest will
UBLIC SALE OF
be allowed on such sums, at the rate of three
percent, per annum, with privilege to withdraw
said deposit at any regular meeting, by giving
the Secretary or Treasurer ten days’ notice. No
will be allowed to deposit more than
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, individual
hundred dollars. A. D. FETTEROLF,
NOVEMBER 15, ’88, on the premises of the late five
13sep
Secretary.
Samuel Custer, dec’d, in Lower Providence
township, Montgomery county, Pa., the follow
ing described real estate, viz : A messuage and
HERE W E ARE AGAIN
farm containing 60 acres and 98 perches of land,
more or less, situated on a public road leading
from the village of Evansburg to Ridge Turn
pike, adjoining lands of Theodore Hallman, E.
D. Boyer, Skippack creek, and an extensive
frontage on the Ridge avenue, % mile from
Collegeville Station, Perkiomen railroad, 6 miles
from Norristown, about 10 acres of which is
meadow and bottom land, 5 acres oi Woodleave,
and the remainder farm land divided into suit Having laid in a large and well selected stock of
able fields under good fence and in a high state
of cultivation. The improvements consist of a
Fall and Winter Boots and Shoes for
2% story stone house 40 by 22 feet,
with a two-story frame building at
tached 13 by 22, 8 rooms and a hall in
the whole, with attic, double piazza in
the rear, and cellar kitchen ; a neverfailing spring of the finest water in the county,
MISSIS’ and CHILDREN,
in close proximity to the kitchen. A large
new Swiss barn 44 by 60 feet, stone stable high,
stabling for 5 horses and 16 cows ; spring of
I desire to invite your attention to the same,
water to supply the stock in time of the severest as I am positive I can quote you prices as low
drought ; wagon house, corn crib and granary as can be named anywhere, excepting no place,
combined ; pig sty and all necessary outbuild quality of goods the same. My Misses’ and
ings in repair. One of the finest orchards in this Children’s School Shoes are unsurpassed in
section of the country with the best selected quality and price, from $1.25 up. Infants’ shoes
variety of fruit, and an excellent stone quarry on from 30c. np. Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ Fine
the premises. Any persons wishing to view this Shoes of all grades and prices. Men’s Gum
valuable farm previous to the day of sale will Boots, light weight; and heavy Gum Boots for
call on the undersigned administrators, who will Boys at low figures. Full line of rubbers to fit
kindly show the same.
any feet, large or small, way down in price.
Please give me a call and be convinced.
Also at the same ti me and place the following
PERSONAL PROPERTY of said decedent :—
■
A
.. -W. LOIJX,
One horse 6 years old, works anywhere ; 13
cows, most of them will be in profit by day of
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
sale ; 4 hogs ; 45 turkeys anda lot of chickens MONTG. CO.
by the pound. One two-horse wag
on, bed and ladders ; one family
RA G G ETT’S PATENT
carriage, express wagon,cart,horse
rake, mowing machine (Hench),South Bend plow, Side Hill plow, cultivator,
Roaster and B aker!
Iron Age drag and hoe harrow, roller, wheel
Uneqailed for roasting meats, fowl, and fish ;
barrow, single and double trees, scythes,cradles,
hay hook, rope and pulleys ; log, oow and other also for baking bread, cakes, puddings, &c. In
chains, grubbing and other hoes, grindstone, roasting meats or fowls tbe rich flavor is re
post spade, axes, saws, chisels, ,&c.t shovels, tained instead of passing off in steam, as from an
rakes, forks, &c.; wood bench ; Harness—2 sets open oven pan. It will largely pay any family
stage harness, single and double harness,collars, to investigate the merits of this article and aBk
blind and head halters, lines, straps, &c.; Crops how they are liked in this vicinity. Sizes large
—About 10 tons of Timothy and meadow hay, or small. Call or send for circular to
WM. C. GORDON, Agent,
500 shocks of corn by the shock, 1500 sheaves of
Collegeville, P$.
wheat, 2500 sheaves of oats by the sheaf, and
rye by the sheaf ; about 8 acres of grain in the
ground ; Household goods—Bedsteads and bed jgSTATE NOTICE 1
ding, ebairs, looking glasses, large marble slab
for printing butter, butter hamper, milk pans,
Estate of Susan McGhaney, late of Upper
cream and lard cans, meat tubs, copper and iron
Providence township, Montgomery county, 'de
kettles, and many articles not mentioned.
ceased. Letters testamentary on the above es
Bonds—1 $1000 4 per cent, government bond.
tate having been granted to the undersigned, all
—1 $500 “
“
“
Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, sharp. Con persons indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those having
ditions will he made known on day of sale by
legal claims, to present the same without delay
EDWIN O, CUSTER, f Admin’tors
to
MICHAEL McGHANEY, Executor,
HENRY E. CU8TER, S 0 1 l rs'
Or his Attorney,
Mont Clare, Pa.
Sami. R. Shupe, auct. B. F. Whitby, clerk.
Irwin P. Wanger, Norristown, Pa.
27sep
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A V a lu a b le Farm<

BOOTS & SHOES!
M EN,

-s-

B O Y S,

Public notice is hereby given that an applica
tion will be made to the Governor of the State
of Pennsylvania on Tuesday, the 28th day of
November, 1888, under the act of Assembly of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, entitled an
act to establish an Insurance Department ap
proved the 1st day of May, 1873, and a supple
ment thereto, approved the 1st day of May, 1886,
and all farther supplements to said act, for the
charter of an intended corporation to be called
The Lower Providence Live Stock Insurance
Association, the character apd object of which
is to make insurance upon the mutual plan on
the lives of horees, cattle and other live stock,
and against loss by disease and aceident, on
^OR SALE !
OR SALE !
mules, working and other neat cattle, and for
these purposes to have, possess and enjoy all the
12 FINE BROWN LEGHORN COCKERELS
A first-class upright piano, new. A decided
rights, benefits and privileges of said act of As
for sale. Prices, 25 cents to 75 cents. Pullets
bargain. Apply to
H. G. SCHWENK,
sembly and all supplements thereto.
of good laying breeds accepted in exchange.
Collegeville, Pa.
’J he names of the subscribers to the certificate lno
First buyer, first eboice. A. REICHENBACH,
are : Wm. P. Ellis, Henry H. Robinson, Fred
23sp-8t) Collegeville P. O. Residence, Trappe.
erick G. Kraft. M. Y. Weber, Isaac Z. Reiner,
R RENT !
Philip S. Getty, J. B. Greger, Isaac Weber,
Henry 8. Kulp, D. Morgan Casselberry.
A Farm of 40 Acres, one mile east of Col DRIVATE SALE
8no3t
THEO. W. BEAN, Solicitor.
legeville,
mile north of Evansburg. Good
land and fences and first-class Improvements.
Will be sold at private sale by the subseiber
For particulars apply to
HENRY FRY,
p R IV A T E SALE OF
lno
Lower Providence, Pa. her farm, situated in Upper Providence town
ship, Montgomery county, near Trappe, bound
ed by lands of John Poley, Anthony Poley,
Two Yaluabls Farms I
Josephine Gross, Daniel Yerk, David G. Tyson,
£O R SALE.
and others, containing 55 acres and 152 sq.
Will be sold at private sale, twp. fpm s, tbe
perches of land, more or less. The Im
A lot of Winter Apples. Apply to
one containing 48 acres, and tbe other 55 acres,
provements consist of a two and a half
SAMUEL WISMER, Collegeville,
located in Upper Providence township, Mont
story brick house and attachment, con
gomery county. The land comprising both
taining 3 rooms on tbe first floor, 5 on
farms is in an excellent state of cultivation, and
the second, 2 in attic and a cellar kitchen.
the improvements are convenient and in first- PO R SALE 1
Frame barn containing threshing floor, 2 mows,
class order. Either farm will be sold on reason
granary and wagon house attached. Also other
able terms. For particulars call on or address
outbuildings, well aud cistern, apple orchard
Í5.00 sheaves of gopd cornfodder. Apply to and
M. R. SCIIRACK, Trappe P. Ot|
other fruit trees. This property is well
8no
JAME8 R. WEIKEL, Trappe.
located, near to churches, stores, mills, cream
eries and schools. Purchasers may call at any
time and inspect the premises. Terms of sale
W ANTED I
QHARLES HEYER,
will be given either by the owner
ANN M. GARBER,
Salesmen, to. sell our choice varieties of
Or her Agent, H. W. KRATZ, Trappe Pi O.
Nqrsery Stock, either on Salary or commission.
Permanent employment the yea? round, Now
II RENT !
(s tfie time (o’ engage end solicit orders for FORGEDALE, Upper Providence Township.
spring, N°nn hnt men of undoubted character All kinds of blacksmith work dome, and satis
need apply. Address, with references,
The house and lot lately occupied by Fred
faction guaranteed. Horseshoeing a specialty.
Four new shoes for $1. Moving shoes 40 cents erick Favinger. Apply to
MAY BROTHERS, Nurserymen,
J. W. SUNDERLAND.
Ino
Rochester, N. Y.
per sef. Give me a trial.
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I W. ROYER, M. D-,

Practising

L. ACKER,

Attorney at Law,

Physician,

:—No. 809 SWEDE ST.
TRAPPE, PA,
(Acker Building) a few doors above Main.
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Will promptly attend to all legal business en
Hall.
trusted to his care. Speaks German.
N o r r is t o w n O f f ic e

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

^ r . M. PEARSON,

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.

g

Auctioneer,
P hoenixville P. O., Pa. Residence : Near
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly

A. KRUSEN, M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ;
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf

J

0DW A RD DAVID,

PAIHTBR and PAPBR-HAKQBR,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.

S am p les o f P a p er

R. TJMSTAD, M. D.,

Always on hand.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA. (L ower P rovidence P.O.)
Office Hours—Until 8.30 a. m., 1 to 3 p. m.
Telephone connected with Collegeville Drug
Store.
18sep’88

W•

L. CRATER,
WITH W. H. BLANCHORD,

PAPER HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Estimates furnished
and paper supplied.
2feb

T D. GRAYER, M. D.,

Pijsician aii Pbarmacentist,
TRAPPE, PA.
Eighteen years’ experience. Can be consulted
in English or German.
14july

J)R . B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I
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! !

86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa.

Branch
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
day. Gas administered.

JO SEPH ST O N E ,
CARPET

WEAVER

COLLEGEVILLE MOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order In any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

TAAVID SPRINGER,
P

M a in S t ., R oyersford , P a .

NOTARY PUBLIC,

In m ce and Beal Estate ¿ p it

REMOVED I

AND LOAN BROKER:
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies,
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply

H. S. Borneman, D. D. S„

209 Swede Street, First house
below Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of T IG E R HOTEL,
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the I
4th and Yine Sts., Philadelphia.
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
Artificial sets from $5 to $10. English and Ger
This
old
and popular hotel still furnishes the
man spoken.
(ptap4-89 best accommodations
for man and beast. The
bar always supplied with the best liquors and
cigars. Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $4.50 to
J J M. BROWNBACK,
$6.00 per week.
J. W. PLACE, Proprietor.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,

J ohn Gunther, Clerk.

No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr.

Perkiomen R. R.,Pa.

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,

The undersigned has taken pos
session o f the

No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.

0

Areola Flour and Grist Mills

TYSON KRATZ,

-----AND-----

Attorney - at - Law.
311 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Philadelphia business also attended to.
R esidence : Lower Providence Township.
12aply

j^UGUSTTJS W. BOMBERGER,

COAL AND FEED f AREIODSE !
The flour mill has been put in good repair,
and farmers can have their wheat converted into
flour, or exchanged for the beBt flour. The
Areola Mills have always taken the lead in mak
ing the best burr flour. Will always be kept on
band a full line of all kinds of

- M ill F e e d and C oal -

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,
Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 608 and
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator^
Dec.l7,lyr.

A I>. FETTEROLF,

Justice

of the

5aply

Areola-:- Mills !

gDW A RD E. LONG,

Peace

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

J O H N S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,

OF THE BEST GRADES.
Mr. Whitworth, as miller, will have charge of
the mills, and all the business pertaining there
to, in my absence, with authority to sell at
figures as low as the lowest. Favor us with
your orders.
I shall still continue to handle Fertilizers. I
have to offer this fall something special in the
shape of a Natural Guano, from South America.
It has been selling at about forty dollars per
ton ; it must be sold this fall. Farmers, eome
and examine it. It is an excellent article as a
grain and grass fertilizer. Will offer it at a
great reduction.
IF . IF . F ^ A J R IIs rG -IE IR ,28jun6m

RAHN STATION, PA.
I-ef'Convpyancer and General Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
able.
. 37jan-

- B A R G A IN S ALL THE TIME, IN

HARNESS!

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
(}4 mile north of Trappe.)

BRUSHES
SOAPS,
OILS,
AXLE
GREASE,
WHIPS,
COMBS,
Blankets,
Robes,
Lap-Covers
Fly-Nets,

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8- 6m. P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.

J

P. KOONS,

P ra ctica l S la ter

! !

R A H N S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

T

B. WISMER,

Practical Slater !

All the Best Grades of Working and Driving
COLLARS, at

Detiiler’s, Upper ProiMeace Spare.
Call and examine onr stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. 23F" Repairing attended to
promptly. The best material used.
15^"TIeadlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.

John G. Detwil8r.

Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.

CTJNDAY PAPERS.
J

G. T. MILLER.

CARPENTER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan.l,’85,tf.

J

W, GOTWALS.
.
YE B K E 8 , PA.

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

P
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Collegeville.
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SENTIMENTAL OBJECTIONS TO farmer can afford to have water leaking
down upon his horses. Have first a
FELLIN G TREES
I t hardly needs special affirmation roof that does not leak, next to see
in these pages that a fine tree or group that the sides of the stable are free
of trees is of itself an object to admire from cracks, so that there will be no
and to preserve with reverential care. drafts upon the horses. Have the ven
And yet cases often arise w liii the re tilators so that they are under your
moval of a noble tree is demanded on control. After you have a good roof
grounds distinctly higher and broader and tight sides, properly ventilated
than those upon which the affection and lighted, it is proper to consider
the floor of the stable. You can get
and respect for it are based.
I t is our frequent inability to recog no better one than earth. This will
nize such cases for what they are, and keep the feet of the horses in good con
our unwillingness to act in them even dition, and needs only to be kept level
when they are clearly recognized, by filling in the holes made by the
which prove that our attitude towards stamping of the feet of the horses. If
trees is sentimental and irrational. you have an earth floor be sure and
Whether a tree is or is not a fine ex keep it free from a ridge over which
ample of its kind is a question s u b o r the horse must hang when it lies.down.
dinate to the broader one whether it The next best floor is one made of
hurts or helps the general aspect of the short blocks of wood, such as are used
scenery in which it stands, whether it in paving city streets. If the stable is
enhances or detracts from the beauty not on the ground level, of course a
of neighboring things ; whether, in floor will ueeds be made of plank. Of
short, it stands where it ought to whatever the stable floor is made have
stand, or, on the contrary, where some a drain. This will facilitate keeping
thing else or nothing at all ought to the horses clean and the stable clean
stand. In almost every possible case a and healthy. Have the stalls wide
tree is a part of a larger whole, and it enough to allow the horses to lie down
is a fundamental axiom in every search comfortably. It is well enough to have
of beauty that the interest of the whole the partitions high enough to preVert
must take precedence of the interests the horses reaching each other. Be
sure to have no projections in the sta
of any of its parts.
If a group of trees is incongruous iu bles, upon which the horses can hurt
form or color, and could be made har themselves in lying down, turning
monious by the removal of one or around, or raising their heads. This
more individuals, there should be no will necessitate having the ceiling high
question as to their removal, no matter enough to clear their heads when
what intrinsic claims they may have to jerked up suddenly. Have the feed
admiration. I t may often be a difficult boxes and racks ju st high enough to
task to decide which ones to sacrifice ; allow the head to be in a natural posi
but it is a task which should be entered tion while eating. Have both these so
upon without sentimental or supersti arranged that there will be no waste of
tious compunctions. A bleeding stump grain or bay. To save, time in feeding
may almost make a heart bleed for the have grain bin and hay handy to sta
moment, but this is a wound that will ble. When the stable is made com
quickly heal under the influence of the fortable, convenient and healthy, see
increased beauty of the trees which re that the surroundings are made the
main. In like manner, when a single a same. Don’t have a great pile of ma
tree or a whole group is detrimental in nure just in front of the door. Have
wider way, when it hides a still more a small drain to carry the water from
beautiful tree or group, or a fine bit of the stable, so that it may he approsched
distance, or a lovely stretch of horizon ; handily, and be at the same time more
when it hides anything which would be healthful, because free from stagnant
of distinctly more value than itself in water. Now is the best time of the
the scene, or when it gives an uncom year to put your stable in good shape.
fortable look of crowding and of ex —Farm, Field and Stockman.
--- -—--- ^ m ^ -------- cluding air and light, it should be
The
tendency
of the times is to utilize
sacrificed. And a like result will be
more
closely
the
odds and ends, and
sure to follow ; quick forgetfulness of
many
materials
formerly considered
the vanished charm will follow on the
waste.
With
the
exception of the
revelation of still greater charms.
feathers used in the manufacture of
It is impossible to take even the “ feather dusters.” the large quills of
shortest walk abroad without seeing the turkey were considered worthless
many places which would be vastly im and thrown away. The manufacture
proved were one or more trees cut of the new elastic bone “ feather bone”
(a substitute for whalebone) now furn
down. Yet even when the desirability ishes a market for all the large quills
of their removal is confessed by their from the turkey or goose, so that our
owner, bow difficult it is to persuade readers may well save and turn them
him to raise the axe 1 The house may into a little cash.— Orchard and Gar
den.
be damp and dreary ; otlur and per
haps still finer trees may be concealed
COLLEGEVILLE
from sight ; all outlook upon a delight
ful prospect may be shut o ff; injury
may be worked in a dozen different
ways : and yet “ because he loves the
tree,” it must remain. If be really
loved trees and really cared for beauty
in general, it would hurt him more to
see the tree where it was probably out Sol. E. Heayner, Proprietor
of place than not to see it at all.
But if it were only when fine trees W. D. Valentine
are concerned that this super-senti
mental spirit was revealed, it would be
Carriages of all descriptions manufactured
easy at least, to eompreheand its ex within a reasonable length of time, and all
kinds
of wheelwright work done promptly. Mr.
istence. I t appears, however, almost Valentine
and myself, having been in the em
as often when the most ill-grown, fee ploy of the former proprietor of the Carriage
Works (Mr. Blanchford) for a number of years,
ble, and ugly specimens are in ques we
feel as-ured that we can give every patron
entire
satisfaction All kinds of repairing and
tion. For example, as has recently
repainting and varnishing done promptly.
been pointed out in several letters pub
t* T Prices always reasonable.
lished in these pages, hundreds of Nor
SOL. E. HEAVNER.
way spruces so far decayed that they
are all but dead iUsgg.ure our parks
and cemeteries. No one professes fp
admire their condition or to believe
that it bas possibilities of improve? A full supply of Cp^l of j) 1 gig,es constantly on
ment. Yet there is sure to be an out
hand; from the best mines ipifte
cry if a proposal to cut them is made.
Schuylkill Region.
They are trees, and therefore sacred.
The fact that the general effect would,
----- ALL GRADES OF ----in any case, be better without them,
and that they are half dead themselves,
does not impair their sanctity or ren
der the would-be cutter anything less
PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE
than a heartless vandal.
LOWEST PRICES.
I t is the same in private grounds.
One is daily driven to wonder why this
or that perishing spruce or pine is pre
served, and to accept in a spirit very
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran,
Cpftop Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
far from acquiescent the answer that it
everything ugqglly ijept in a flour
is because the owner “ is fond of trees.”
and feed store.
It is quite time that unhealthy senti
ment should give place to a genuine
and sturdy respect for trees. There
can be no true advance in the popular
Seed Corn, Seed Oats, Lime, &c.
love for trees themselves until the pub t y Agent for Williams apd ^¡lark’s Phosphates.
lic shall distinctly appreciate the differ
ence between a fine tree and a poor
YARD AND WAREHOUSE (
one. And there can be no true ad
vance in gardening art until we are
clearly convinced that the beauty of a
whole is more important than the
beauty of any individual thing, and
FRANK REES.
are firmly determined to act carefully 3-29-ly
and discreetly—yet boldly, too—upon
JJRS. S. L. PUGH.
this conviction.— Qarden and Forest.
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<5^ I F YO U W A N T T H E V E R Y B E S T TH R E SH IN G M A C H IN E <52
N O W I N U SE, YO U SH O U LD PU RC H ASE
§tWl
TH E G E L E B R A TED

CO AL.

Flour m Feed

Con, Oats, Ciiop Con, Cot Heal,

Clover and Timothy Seed,

Oaks Station.

Perk. R. R.

NO FARMER CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ONE.

3HE O

R

S

IE

Dealers in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

OUR

IP O W

E

Are guaranteed to be light running and are supplied with a SPEED REGULATOR that is
Safe, Reliable and Durable.

IR O N C A S T IN G S
Of Every Description Made to Order.

I

S T E A M H E A T IN G

|

LUM BER,

IR S

In All Its Branches.

PERKINS WIND M ILL

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND
RAILS.

CH ESTN U T

L e h i g h and S c h u y l k i l l

Which is now almost indispensable for convenient supply of water.
CEDAR TANKS of all sizes made to older.

-----

-----

| y IRON PUMPS a specialty.

S team and W a te r F ittin g in a ll its B ran ch es.
SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, &c., &c. Particular attention given to Repairing
Farm Machinery.

The Roberts Machine Company,
Engineers, Machinists and Iron Founders,

COAL.

-

-

C O A L.

FLO UR,

C ollegeville, F a .

Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

« e g - THOSE IN WANT OF GOOD EYE SIGHT

O A TS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

------- SHOULD CALL ON -------

AND CAKE MEAL.

J. D. Sallade, Practical Optician
Who has had a number of years of practical experience in the manufacturing of Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, having been with the T. H. Wilson Optical Company of Reading and the United States
Optical Company of New York, and thoroughly understands the manufacturing and fitting of
Glasses on Scientific Principles. No charge-made for examining the eyes.
I have the largest and best selected stock of Spectacles and Eye Glasses in Montgomery
county, ranging in prices from 25c. to f>10.00. Gold Silver, Rubber, Steel, Blued, Bronze, Nickel,
and everything in the optical line.
Oculists’ Prescriptions filled at short notice.
Beware of Peddlars, who carry inferior Spectacles and Eye Glasses -which do more
harm than good, and charge three times their value.

J. D. Sallade, Practical Optician,
16 E. MAIN STREET,

(Opposite Public Square)

NORRISTOWN, PA.

UAUTRAUFT HOUSE, U 0EUIST 0W Ï, PA.
W M. C. BLACKBURN,

-

-

Proprietor.
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A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S j 1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
F o r S P O R T IN G G oods I N O R R IS T O W N , F a .

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE

MAUBLE WORKS
B0YERSF0RD, Mont. Co., Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public,
th a t I am now prepared to furnish

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Monuments and Tombstones, of Italian or
American Marble or Granite, in the
finest and latest designs.

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, S T E P S, SILLS, ETC., ETC
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E nterprise Works. Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
IILow prices and fair dealings,
RESPECTFULLY,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

June 8-ly.

COLLEGEVILLE

BAKERY !
The Hunsicker Company,
PROPRIETORS.

Fresh

W IL L IA M B R IG G S .
Our Facilities for Executing

:job work :

Bread, Bolls &cM
EVERY MORNING.

Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order. ¡^"Repairing and Choke Boring a specialty .

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Wm. J. THOMPSON,
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class worb promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Worb done at the I ndependent office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

11 yoff bayp anyfhfng to sejl ajijj want to selj it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of

mankind to know tbflt ysd b.ayg gftipething t,o sell and jvaqf tf> sej) ft—no matter what it is—

A DVERTI SE

BEEF,=
VEAL,=
=M UTT0N ,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of ¿itch
week. Thankful fo the jmblje f^r pasf f^yqfif^p
invites oohianiued patronage. Highest cash p>:jcp
paid for calves.

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE. PA.

—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

^ “PR O V ID EN CE
IN D E P E N D E N T ”;®
Tb.e best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e I’ENRS^.T c
j ft fs eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 35Q0
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
invested in an advertisement i,i ft« gqlntpns wjfl bring you Jifmral returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I ndeeendent
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous pepplp
and tying together plenty of bqyejrs.

S U B S C R IB E FOR TH E

‘ P
‘ ROYIDEISTGE

Caveats and Trade Marks btained, ao4 »¡1 Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES,
------- BUTCHER AND D EA LER IN ------Onr office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
— =— ■-«, » * — ——
TRAPPE, PA.,
hence can transact patent business in less time
HORSE STABLES,
jtp paying ont the dead, shroud-mabing _$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and and at less cost than those remote from Wash
Vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
ap!6-tf
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I ndependent, the paper that stands on its
ington.
To have healthy and hearty horses
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip due care must be taken to provide
ojro jjgtjbm, and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I ndependent
||JRS. E. D. LAUHMAN,
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of
CCRAP IR O N !
contains alf the ngsyp qf £ j/Jjal ajid general nature It can get hold of, and
These
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. them with suitable stables.
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
should be warm, dry, and well ventil
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or ated. If the roof is of straw let it be
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
Attfn Is to laying out the dead and shroud
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.)
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
subscribe f9f the
INDEPENDENT.
No glebing. Wax flowers made to order.
16sep
lfijun
Collegeville, Pa. 14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C. thatcli^d so that it does not leak.

Beef,:Veal:and:M
utton!

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

Dwarf Thresher and Separator.

Carriage Works !

C O A L,

Gristock & Vanderslice,

I J S T I D E F E ls r iD E E Ñ r T ,”

P p iie w Spare Jarpp Stop !
W, E, Johnson, Proprietor,
—A- FULL LINE OF ALL KIND» OF—

H O RSE

GOODS,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
&c. A' full stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention.
27janyl

AFTER ALL OTHERS P ill
CO NSU LT

BEFORE
TREATMENT,

J , ,
L
B
—
ft# AVI
M
MOW M
MBMMTREATMENT.

D

jy-JN. iBtlLat. .helpwDaUowhlil.
igfl(^arst'é^éneri(féTfhial1?»"pfeèiitl :diséà&és. P »
jpanéatly restores those weakened by early indiar
pretions, Ac. Call or write. Advice free and strictlx
confidential. Hours, ] OA.M. till 3 P.M., and 7 to 10
¿yenings,
Send 2ct. §ttunp for Book»
j

